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ABSTRACT 
Web-based Counseling ystcm (WB S) is a wcb-ba cd tern de clop id with the 
objectives of implementing the ystem in the Int srnct a a solution to pr id unselina 
service to tho e who n ed . he sy tern al lows the auth rizcd u er t u all th 
ervic s that the y tern provide . 
In thi new millennium, computer and Internet ha e pro ed that the are n imp rtant 
part of human' life. No doubt, without Internet and ornputcrs, human' life will be a 
chao . So, thi project i de eloped to uit the change of the ' rid. 
Thi Wcb-ba cd oun eling tern is a combination or eb- a ·ed · tern and client- 
erver application tern. The client will be an de kt p omputcr link t the ser er. 
Whenever the client want to retric e inf rrnati n from the · tern, it just pass a rcquc ·t 
to the ser er and get the repl from the .cr er. The s ·r ·r ·ide .outain · all the related 
1 ITML page , databa •1,; and rules. 'I he server will al pro ·c · ·e the rcquc ·t from the 
client and then end the re ult back t the clients. 
The Web-based ounseling ' stem an be di idcd into tw sc tion : u er and 
admini trati n. 1 he u r e tion all u ·r. bros ·e thr ugh all the. c i cs that th, 
·y tern pr ide: like car h, h tr m, forum, anal sis and Iccdba .k. Th admini strati n 
e tion pro id . an ap] Ii at ion r r th admini strator to update th oun .cling inf' rmation 
in the database, iew u er profile, icv fecdba k and post unportaut n 'W · to the u icr .. 
With. o man I ' pl· sitting in front or a .omputcr and a· c ·sin 1 t th W irld Wrd • 
We , Wcb-ba. cd oun. , t ·111 v ill be an altcmati ' ·hoi • for th ·111 to rnrt. Th· 
can shnr th ·1r x1 11 ·n '' ith th t th ·r u.· •r:-; and this' ill r nll h ·Ip lhos ·' hon·· l 
that su 1 11:stions !thou 1h th· s st ·111 • 11111ot r "I I th· non- ·rl ol 11 ·t1on: 1'1 111 th· 
·ouns ·I· ·s, l ut 11 h lps thos'' ho ·11 :-1h11m · I to drs ·u. s thc11 f)H l I •1n,· with oth r 
I ')pl '. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Overview 
The web-based counseling system is a web-ba .ed application aimed lo provide oulmc 
counseling services for anyone that needs u. With this web-based counschn 1 <ystcm, 
the users can get some important principles and solutions regarding to their problems. 
The web-based counseling system takes advantages of the lnlerncts where 1t provides 
borderless and no time constraint benefits lo the users. The users from elsewhere can 
get the services from our page by just access to our web-page; providing that tile users 
have Internet connection and web browser. Others than that, the users can benefit 
from the web-page at anytime that the users prefer. 
In this web-based counseling system, we provide: 
• Search engine lor pnncrplcs and solutions 
• Chat room 
• Forurn 
• .lob listing 
• Pen-pa I column 
• Back end appl ication 
• Analysis 
• l lelp file 
• Feedback 
1.2 Definition of Counseling 
Simply stated. counseling is an · relationship in which one person 1s hdping 
another person to better 1111th.:rst1111cl and solve some problem. 1'1 icnd~ and tdath ·s 
provide a type or counsel mg. as do clc1 •y, acad ·111i1.; advi~o1:-;, 11.·:id1c1~, nnd 11H111y 
others. ( 'ot111<.,1..'lo11' ha\ c ii broad ran I. or" Jl 'I I 'IH.l\.' in dt!\ ilupiu I "h •lp111 I 
relationships" anti' orkiuu with 111a11y dllli.:H'lll ~1111.1t1011s 
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In counseling we look for what we find good in ourselves. The good can be 
used as a model for the things we would like to change. Counseling is a change 
(growth: healing) process in which people (individuals, groups, couples, and families) 
are helped to: 
• express themselves (catharsis) in a sale, supportive, collaborauvc, non- 
judgmental climate 
• identify, sort-out, clarify their problem laden "stones" (deepened awareness of 
past & present story and alternative future stories) 
• identify non-helpful patterns (c.g, "crisis" pattern): 
• learn, where appropriate. more helpful coping skills (c g. "asserti c skills") 
• identify and achieve goals that arc important to them. 
For those with a humanistic bent, the ultimate goal fo1 coun cling is to help 
people to recognize and accept their own internal worth, i.c., to integrate their learned 
habits of thinking about themselves (then internal messages and images) and thcii 
learned behaviors (feelings, physical responses, & actions) lo he congruent with who 
they really an: in their essence (beautiful, Im Ill!! people). 
1.3 Counseling Approaches 
1.3.1 Cognitive 
The cogruuvc therapies include Rational-Emouv«, .ognitivc-Hchaviorat, 
Reality and lransactional Anatysis. ( onunun uaits amun •th· co miuvc 
approaches include a cullabomtivc r ·lationsh1p between client and thc1aphl 
homcworl between Sl!S .ious, and the tendon ')'to h . o!' shor: duruuou. l h .sc 
therapies arc hes! known for treuung mild d 'IH ·ssum, n11 i ·ty, and nnu •1 
problems. 
1.3.2 Bchuvioral 
'I his is bused 011 the p1cmb' thut prnu:u 'I ·:1111in 11..•0111 ·s t'1t1111 l·xp1.·ii ·m'l', 
The 111it111l l·o11n·111111 th ·i.1py ts lo h ·Ip th· ·Ii ·111 11111 1  • l ·havm1 dl'ltt1l' 
) - 
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problems, and select goals. Therapy often includes homework, behavioral 
experiments, role-playing, assertiveness training, and sci f management 
training. Like its cognitive therapy cousins it utilizes collaboration between 
client and therapist, and is usually or short duration. 
1.3.3 Psychoanalytic 
The original so called "talking therapy" involves analyzing the root causes ol 
behavior and feelings by exploring the unconscious mind and the conscious 
mind's relation to it. 
1.3.4 Person-Centered (Rogerian) 
Founded by Carl Rogers in the 1940'.s, like Adlerian therapy, a baste premise 
is that we arc all "becoming:" we arc all moving towards self-actualization. 
This therapy is often considered the most optimistic approach to human 
potential. ·1 his often lengthy therapy is based on dcvclopmg the client- 
therapist relationship. 1'111.:: therapist is to provide the conditions necessnry fo1 
the client's growth: genuineness, unconditional postuvc regard, and empathic 
understanding. To be rcnumc the therapist must strive lo be transpnr .nt, 01 ·11, 
willing to express at opportune t1111es their own idcntit 1 in the rcluuonship. 
There is no hiding behind cxpcrusc or degrees. Therapists must b ·constantly 
doing their own inventory. Unconditional positive regard is synonymous' ith 
acceptance and appreciation or the client for who the client is in the present, 
Empathic understanding is based on the therapist's ability to see the world 
through the client's eyes, to move mto the client's world at the deepest levels 
and experience what the client feels. 
1.3.5 Gcstalf Therapy 
"Gestalt," a German word meaning "whole," operiucs as a thcrap •by keeping 
the person in' hat '" k110\\ 11 as the her • and now. 'I hc1apists help clients lo he 
attentive to all parts of themselves: posture, breathing, methods ol'movcn: .nt, 
etc Unresolved 1.:onllu.·t:-. at· worl xl nut in th· therapy M:ssh n ;1'> if th ·y urc 
hnp1H:11111g in that moment. An •mphasis is plnc ·d 1111 p ·1 so11i1l 1 ·sponsilulitv 
fo1 0111.:\ own \\l.!ll·b1..·1111 as uwm · :t!'i po s1hl 'at all 11111 •s 01'011 •'::: tnl •1.11..·111111 
wilh the L'll\'llOllllh.'lll. I h1<> 11s1111lly I ·11 •lh th ·11py1s lit: ·0111pltsh ·d h 'th· 
th~:1ap1s1 aski11 • qu ·stmns and su • •t'Sllll • t' p ·ii1m·nls \\h1d1 \\lll 111 ·11..·.1 t• lh • 
awari.:tH.:ss and sc11sitivtty to the 111:tll.' p.nls ol lh • t•l1 ·n1's hit ii:.. ·II' 
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1.3.6 Eclectic Therapy 
When therapists are asked their theoretical orientation, this is the answer most often 
given. This is essentially a common sense approach to helping people by tailoriu]; 
therapy to the needs of the individual client 
t .4 Objectives 
The objective of this project is to develop a web-based counseling system for those 
who needs. This system will provide effective solutions and information according to 
what users need The 1111t1al objectives ofthis project are: 
1. Maximize human capital 111 providing rnforrnauon 
To provide some clfccuve soluuous and mlonuauon with less human work by 
storing all the solutions and information into the database and rctricv cd by 
users according to their needs. 
11. Discuss problems with professional counselors 
The chat room or the system prm rdes is a place where the users nm discuss 
the problems with the counselors. From this chat mo111 the users thnt lucin • 
the communicauon problem can just express themselves by typm]; in front ora 
computer. 
111. Discuss problems with the users who came across the same situation in chat 
room or forum. 
rv. Improve user profile control 
With the onhne registration in the web-has ·d couusclinu system, the 
pcrsonaluics of the users can be better controlled. 
v Bordcrlcss 
The system prm ides counsclrnr services 10th· people from all nv ·1 the \\01 Id 
vr. System enhancement 
lhc counselors can 1.,•11ha11c . the syst nu by just adcl111 • \Ollh.' n ·w i11l\111nnt1011 
into the database nccurding to th· 11 'tHl of ,,rn Id 
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1.5 Project Motivation 
Undoubtedly, Internet has become one of the most important topics to talk about in 
the community. Internet has emerged as an important and effective communication 
channel in the late 20Lh century. The graphical user interface in the Internet browser 
eases the users to browse the Internet effectively. /\s a result, orgaruzauon, 
universities and companies rush to open their own web-page lo provide inforrnauon to 
the users through Internet. 
This project is to develop a web-based counseling system. ·1 his system will be 
expected to assist the target users to tackle anc.l overcome their problems. The 
problems can be: 
• Youth problems like drug addict, love, abuse and so 011 
• Academic problems like tackling exam, being interviewed Jo111g presentation 
and so on 
• Career problems like career depression. rclauonship with colleagues 
competing with others for a higher position and so on. 
Based on preliminary research current web-based counseling in global docs not 
have suitable solutions to really help the users So we pm\ 1d1.: the cha I mom and 
forum facilities so that the users can discuss their problems wuh counselors and 
other users as well. Despite or hav111~1 the solutions and principles, users may gel 
some real experience from other user as well. 
1.6 Project Scope 
This project can be divided into a few modules below: 
• Security module 
Since the system is accessible through Internet, so the sccunty of the system rs 
a main issue to pre cut unauthoi izcd users to enter m11 system. 'I her '1'01 \the 
system will require the US\.!!' II) and pass\\md whenever the us »s want hl 1..·111 ·r 
the system. I h · 11 iw us •1 1!1111 wants lo t1c.:1.·1..·s1., to tlus system 11 • ·ds tn 1 ·ci h'1 
first and supphcs a new t1s1..·11m111 ·and password lo th· s 1st ·111. 
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• Search module 
This module will be a search engine where the user can seek for principles and 
solutions while just key in some keywords. 
• Chat Room module 
This module will be divided into two part: chat room and forum The users can 
discuss their problems will the counselors and other users as well regarding to 
their problems. 
• Forum module 
Forum is a place where users can discuss any kinds of problems and grvc 
comments or c.;uggest1011s to other users. 
• Administration module 
The administrauon module will be a stand alone apphcation that allows the 
system admmistrator (counselors) upgrade the information 111 the database, 
view the user's prof tie and present the impouunt news at thc web-page. 
• Feedback module 
Feedback is a form that users can give their op1111011s and comments with the 
services that the web based counseling s stem prm ides 
• Analysis module 
Analysis module IS a graph presentation where it shows the pcrcenra 'C or 
informauon lhat the users most 111:1:d \\h1.·11 they ace .ss to web based 
counseling system. 
• Emplu mcnl modul • 
This is a place whet • i..:mploy ·1 can p1lsl availubl • jnhs olh.•1 •d and t:111phl) • • 
can tool fo1 johs that the; nc •d 
(l 
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1.7 Project Schedule 
To achieve the project objectives, a project schedule is planned to manage the 
time for the tasks that needed to be accomplished. 
Project Schedule 
Activity Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan F 
2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 2001 1001 /001 1( 
·-'-- . - -- Study 
1- 
ents 
- -·~ ·~ 1~ ·- ,_ 
-- - ~ ·~·- ~. 
,_ 
1~-- ·-- 
ntation 
l 
System 
Rcquirem 
Analysis 
Design 
Coding 
Testing 
Docume 
1.8 Expected Strengths from the Web-based Counseling System 
Hclow arc some of the strengths that can be L'. peeled after as this project is 
completed and implemented: 
1. Clients or users can ict the counseling scrv ices 01 i11f'o1 matiou lrtuu 
an ' here, anyumc as Ion' as thry IHI\ L' the Internet a T1.·~s lo 0111 '' ·h 
pagl! 
11 Save 111rn; because the web pa io .nn allow scv ·ml us irs 1ctti111 th· 
counsel 111g services concur rent ly 
111 ( lic11ts can discuss thl'it prnbl ·ms a11u111 i th •ins ·h · en with 1.01111s1.:lrns 
onlmc. 
rv, l111p10 cd runlt(>I -thc :1<.h111111st1,1101 (n11111 ·Im) c.11111p11:1d ·th· 
inf'ni m:11uu1d:i1.1h:is·\\1th .t ~tn11dalon · 11ppli(':ttirn1 
7 
ch 
)0 I 
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1.9 Expected outcome of the Web-based Counseling System 
This project should develop an interactive Web-based Counseling System that 
provides useful and effective counseling unormation This system can receive 
comments and suggestions from the user to enhance the system The system also 
provides real-time information exchange function between users with users or 
users with counselors. This system also pro ides a backcnd application for the 
administrator and counselors to maintain and control the system. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Literature review is a background study about the knowledge and information needed 
to develop the project. It helps in better understanding on the system rcq1111e11H:11t and 
methodologies used in project development. 
2.1 Who arc the clients'? 
The clients can bl! anybody else from public, ranging from students to undcrpruduntcs 
and all the professionals and non-professionals The clients can be somebody" ho 
has: 
• Li fo depression 
• Marital problems 
• Family problems 
• Exam problems 
• Study problems 
• Relationship problems 
• Career pressure 
• Jobless 
2.2 Software En~inccrin~ 
Software engineering is the application of'scicnuhc principles to the ordcrlv 
transformation of ti problem j 1110 Cl workrn]; SOJI \\ are SOI lit 1011 and I h ' xnhscqucn; 
maintenance of that software until the end of its useful life. Solhva1i.: engineering is 
more thanjust prorrnmming: the softw.u · cnuincciin 1 prm:l'!-.S gcm:1.tlly i-11111-, lnuu 
before a line of code rs wnt1c111111d couuuucs long after the m11inl H.:1sio11 ot'th • 
prnrram hus been completed. 111 the ~olt\\,11 • d '\ ·lop111 ·111. it is 11.•11 ·rally pas-; 
through a number of sta 1 'S Of phas 'S HS h •lo\\', 
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1. Software requirements 
Includes analyzing the software problem at hand and concludes with a 
complete specification of the desire external behavior of the <.;oft ware system 
to be built. 
2. Preliminary design 
Decomposes the software system into its actual constituent components and 
then iteratively decomposes those components into smaller and smaller sub 
components until the subcomponents located at the leaves of the rcsulun • 
design tree arc small enough. 
3. Detail design 
Defines and documents algorithms for each modules 111 the design tree and that 
will be realized as code 
4. Coding 
Transforms algorithms defined <lurinr the detailed design stugc into a 
computcr-undcrstundablc language. This is usuall) performed in two steps: 
convert mg the algouthm into a high level language 
converting the high level language into a machine la11g1.rngc 
5. llnit Testing 
Checks each coded module for the presence or hues. Unit t ·sti11g's purpose is 
to ensure that each as-built module hcha cs ~llT01d111g to II!> specification 
define dunng detailed design 
6. lntegration ((•sting 
Interconnects sets of pt '\'iOUS tested mo lul 'S IO CllSlll ' that the s .rs bdt:l\ 1.• II!) 
well as th1.: ·did ax in I .p .udcnlly lest ·d 111<Hl11k·~ Ideally, cnch int· •1:11 ·d s 
of modules should correspond 10 :1 0111pom.ml 111 th' d •st 111 11 · • d111 i11 • 
prclimuuu · d ·:-;i in 
I 0 
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7. System testing 
Checks that the entirely software system embedded in its actual hardware 
environment behaves according to Software Requirements Specification, 
8. Delivery, production and deployment 
After final system testing, the software and its surrounding hardware become 
operational. 
9. Maintenance and enhancement 
The mauucnancc and enhancement processes arc actually a full development 
life cycle. II there arc changes in coding or design, tin; subsequent tcstlll£ 
stages must be performed. 
I 0. Software system test planning 
Accesses how the software svstcm will he tested for confonnitv to the . . 
software requirement. It includes the development and documcutauon of test 
plans and procedures and might include the full-scale development ol'u t ·st 
environment to test the actual system under test. 
11. Integration test planning 
/\ plan and procedure will be generated and documented, which conce ning 
the order of system integration, test data to be used to lt.:sl Sl:IS of components, 
and how the rntcpration testing nctl\ tty" ill be done. 
J 2. Unit test planning 
Testing plans anti procedures for testing every module independently and 
thorou ihl] will be generated and documented. 
11 
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2.3 System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 
2.3. I System Initiation and Feasibility Study 
1. Identify need and complete service request. 
11. Develop general requirements for the new system. 
111. List constraints in the new system. 
rv. Obtain appropriate priority for implementation and resource allocation. 
2.3.2 Project P/a1111i11g and Fu11ctio1111/ A11a(J1"1'is 
1. Draft prclinunary project action plan. 
11. Document the new system. 
2.3.3 .\)istem Design 
1. Prepare reports, forms. data entry specifications, controls backup 
procedures. 
11. Prepare screen layouts. 
111. Prepare module dcscnpuons. 
rv Specify database requirements 
v. (_ 'onduct Iuncuonal walk-through. 
vr. Conduct tccluucal walk-through. 
v11 Prepare user testing and training plans 
2.3 . .J Progrannnlng 
1. Prepare module dcv clopmcut schedule 
11. Write, test and document modules 
111. Conduct inihal user unit testing 
2.3.5 lmplementotion 
1. Prepare detailed implementation plan 
11. Finali:«: user proccdiu ·s 1111111u:il 
111. ( )hta111 syst ·111 ncccptnnc • ~1 ttlill111 · llom 11 ... ·1~ 
iv Install -;o!l\\t11l' 
v. Monitor the 11 ·w ~ !'II •111 
I.! 
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2.3. 6 Post-Implementation Evaluation 
L Prepare system review schedule 
11. Periodic system reviews 
2.4 Counseling Approaches (From Counseling and Career Section of 
University Malaya) 
Counseling services include individual counseling and group counseling. The 
principles regarding individual counseling arc: 
a.) Level one - pre-session 
Clients who attend counseling session nouuallv don t realize that they 
have psychological problems So, in this first level of counseling process it 
is important lo build a better rclationslup between clients and counselors 
This will give some encouragement and confident to the clients. 
h.) Level two -- starting relationship 
This level is an important level where counselor has to build a t1 ustwo: thy 
relationship between client and counselor. Topics of discussion will he 
more on the clients Icclmu. their charactcustics and also includes morn! ... 
pnnci pies The counselors have to sun t t H' bu lid the 1 clat ioushi p tlu ough n 
harmonics way to avoid hurung the client's feeling, 
e.) Level three - llndcrstandin:,?. 
After the client familiar and confident enough with the counselor, th 'Y will 
easily tell the counselor what was actually happ med that disturb thd1 
feelings. Normally, at this I·, ·I, th· client will try IO l' .pluiu tliorn111hly :tll 
the mcidcnts that happened to them. The counsclur's r ·spo11s1l>ih1y 1:-; lo h • 
H patient listener, 'I hi.;y :1bo 11 ·i.:d to rcllc ·t th· 111 ·id ·11ts, kl'l1111•-, 1111d 
ex pct icnc ·,ask l'rn clc.u ·r c: pla11atm11and111111 · ·11111'1011t:itinns 11' 11 is 
nc xlcd. ·1 he couns •lot will k1.·1.·p d ·11:1111i11i11' th· \.'11 •111 p1ohl •111s 1111td the 
.ouus .lur 1111<1 ell ·111 is really ch.::11 11hou1 the pwhl ·n1 · 
IJ 
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d.) Level four - define the problem 
At this level, the counselor and client will discuss about every problems 
and difficulties faced by the client The counselor and client will discuss 
about the definition of the problem, factors and sources of' the problems. 
e.) Level five- Alternative 
After the problems have been defined the counselor needs to discuss 
thoroughly about every risk and effects that the cl icnt wi II foce for each or 
the alternatives. Alternatives should come from the client and will he 
discuss thoroughly so that the client will get insight and choose the 
alternatives that may help in solving their problems and drfliculucs 
Among the alternatives arc: 
• Derive mission of life that arc realistic. 
• If the client is lack of' caring their health, changes should he done 
on the client's daily habits such as changes in diet and do more 
exercise at home. 
• Space out a liucr bit of time for relaxation and to "allow -oursclf 
time to just kl it happen" 
• Change the ways or mixing around with t'rtcnds or other peoples. 
I'ry to tell them your feelings and don't keep all the an .crs and 
di sa ppoi n t 1111.:11 t. 
• Analysis on how to spend the time daily. I earn to divide properly 
every pl'l iod of' tune rm certain jobs. 
• Try to say "no" il'thc things can't he handle properly. 
• Learn to jokes around and smile alwa •s to reduce st1L!SS. 
• I .carn to divide jobs to other people. 
• Last I y, make yoms ·If clear. Ch.:·a 1 about I.}\ ·1) si 11gl • t hi 1111s you 
arc douig and whnt )Oil actually wanted to do You 11111st have a 
clear lifi.: mission 
f.) I .evel six - Act ion 
Taking action is more com: ·1111:111.: on sclc ·tiun of'ultcuuui, ·~ tluu h:" · 
been thorou ihl · discusx ·d wuh the ·ouns ·1111 /\ ·11011 tn ht• 1111 cu i 011111! 
the coun« .. :li11g session. Whit · taki11, a11 :itli11n, 11111.: · nu1s1d ·1atHms 1n·: 
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• The successful of taking the action 
• The failure of taking the action 
• Dare not take the action. 
g.) Level seven - Abortion 
The counseling process is abort when the client is ready to stop the 
counseling session. The client is ready to take action which 1s not under 
the counseling session control to reduce or eliminate the problems. The 
counselor will stop the session and plan the next appointment. 
h.) Level eight - Following guidance 
Counselor and client will med and discuss about the action taken by the 
client. This session is held to determine whether the user face a posit1 c or 
negative effects after their actions 
2.5 I nternet Technologies 
Overview 
The I ntcrnct. some ti mes cal led simply "the Net," is a worldw Ide system o I' co111 pule: 
networks - a network of networks in which users at any one computer can, iflhcy 
have permission, get inlormauon from any other computer (and sometimes talk 
directly to users at other computers). 
Today, the Internet is a public, cooperative. and self-sustaining lucrlity accessible lo 
hundreds of millions of people worldwide. Physicnlly, the Internet uses a portion of 
the total resources of the currently existing public tclccouununication nctworks 
Technically, what distinguishes the Internet is its use of a sci or protocols called 
TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol). 
The most widely used parlor the lntcinct is the World Wide W1..~b (often ablncvuucd 
"WWW" or called "the Web"). Its outstanding feature is hyp .rrc: ·1, a method of' 
instant cross-referencing. In most Web sites. cct tai 11 \\ 01 ds or phi uses npp ·:11 i 11 1 '. ·1 or 
a dilfcrcnt color than the rest: oltcn this le I is also underlined. \ hi..:111111 11sc1 • •kllt 
one or these \\.Oltb 01 pluuscs, 11se1 "ill he uuusfcrred lo th. sit' ()I p!l I. th:il Pi 
relevant to tills word or phms •. Sn111cti1111.:::-; thc1 • :11c buuons, 1111111 ·s, 01 prntions ul' 
imagl'.s that ur ·"did nhl .," ll'11sc1 1110' is th' p1u111 ·1 IJ' •1 a sp1111u1 :i Wch sue 111d 
'"' 
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the pointer changes into a hand, this indicates that you can click and be transferred to 
another site. 
Using the Web, user has access to millions of pages of information Web "surfing" is 
done with a Web browser, the most popular of which an: Netscape Navi 1atm and 
Microsoft Internet Explorer. The appearance of a particular Web site may vary 
slightly depending on the browser user uses. Also, later versions of' a particular 
browser are able to render more "bells and whistles" such as animation virtual reality, 
sound, and music files, than earlier versions. 
With the advance in technology 1t has become extremely important to not only get 
information on time but also in the most efficient and economical way. Below arc the 
main advantages of networking. 
I. Sending and receiving of electronic mail 
2. Sharing of' information 
3. Sharing of expensive resources like printers. 
4. Sharing or prograrn-, (soflwarc) which arc otherwise too cxpcnsiv '. 
5. When computers an: networked, 111 mos! cases the · share om; dutahuse. 'I his is 
advantages in that then: is little or no duplication of' data It also enhances 
security 
6. The problems of' having bulky filing cabinets, big 01'11c1.:s de rue eliminated. 
2.6 Client-server architecture 
Client server architecture concepts me derived from older, early development of' 
enterprise compuung concepts or tclcproc .ssin •.'I his old rom:cpt is now 1\110\\" :1s 
legacy systems because 11 was the sta1 ting point ol' 1h1..· d '\ clop111c11( ol' distnhutcd 
computing II is th· lustot ·of tod:t) ·., tllod '111l'l11..11tM1'1.1 1H11d •I I 1..'lj:1c •• y t1..·111s 
(teleprocessing) shurc the :a111 • ·011 •q1t as today's cli ·11t s '1\1..'1 co111p111111 • i11 th· \\:ty 
I 1 
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that they distribute processing and computing resources over the host and the satellite 
computers. 
Client Server systems do not look to be different from the legacy systems. In foci, 
they both look the same. It is true that Client server systems and legacy systems both 
physically look the same. Do not get misled with their physical appearances In term 
or how they perform, both ofthem represent two completely different systems. 
In client server architecture, the satellite computers (client) arc designed to Jo 
immediate processing before passing the informauon/rcqucstcd processing to the host 
(server). This way, the burdens of the host s resources (CPU and memory) arc 
reduced. The hosts arc now needed to do only some or the processing because the 
other portions or processing were already done at the client levels The main idea or 
Client server is to distribute data storage, data access logic (processing required to 
access data), application logic (computer apphcauons), and presentation logic: 
(presentation of information to the user and the acceptance of the user's co11111w11d) to 
improve the pc: Ionnancc or p1 occssing user s task 
2. 6.1 Two-tier architectu re 
A. two-tier architecture ts where a chcnt talks direct! 'to a server, with no intcrvcninu 
server. This is one of the quickcst v ays or building a client-server application. In this 
environment, much ol'thc processing is performed on the L11(.·nt computer, 11 ing the 
mcmorv space and processing power of the client lo prm idc 111ud1 of the 1'1111ctio11ulity 
of the system. 
2.6.2 Three-tier architecture 
lhis type of architecture is a lot more complicated compared lo the 2·11CI cli 'Ill 
architecture. The basic undcrxtundinu of ·'·ticl' client is the same HS th · 2-tk:r chcnt 
model the only difference rs lhal thc11..· :111..: nnoth •t l.1) ·1 ol\ 'I\ irs h 'l\H'c11lhl'111ai11 
set vcrs and th· .licn ls. 'omp:11cd lo .. Ii •1 l lieut 111 1111 ·c1t11 '. 3 IH.:1 ~111..·1111 xiuu · 
ope1at1..:s lllotl' efficiently. With .1 11 •1 ·Ii ·11t. the \\t11klu11d nf'th · 1.. '1111:11 :-- 't\l'I rs 
distril>11tcd o\ 'I' othe: ~ ·1' •1:-; hd(11 ·it :i ·tu.ti! • 111ll't:t\'IS \\ ith th· ·It •111!-I 
17 
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The second tier servers are usually distributed over a Wide Area Network (WAN), or 
distributed based on the tasks of each servers (database server, mail server, rile server, 
etc.). As you can see in this model, the complications arc added with more network 
application programs, operating systems, and task application programs, which 
connect all of the servers and clients over a wider range of computer networks. All or 
these can be accomplished by using programs from a single vendor 01 many d1lfi.:1c11t 
vendors. These kinds of configurations have the most likclmcss lo haw association 
with multiple task-specified application programs. creating more complex systems to 
manage. 
2.6.3 Multi-tier architecture 
In multi-tier architecture, each of the major pieces of functionality is isolated. Thi: 
multi-tier system can he created, by partitio11111r, the application lo!:1ic a111011g various 
hosts. Encapsulation of distributed functionality in such a manner provides 
significance advantages such as reusalnlity and reliability. Applicauon servers that 
contain the business rules and the processing logic can access other application 
servers. 
2. 7 \V cb server 
Web server is a piece of software running on a computer that distr ibutcs ' ch pages to 
users on demand, and provides an urea in which to store and or~•i1111zc the pa 11.::- of a 
web site. The machine that runs the web server software could he a remote sitting at 
the other side of the network, or even on the other side of the world, or it could v .ry 
own horn · machine. ·1 he term clicnt-s ·1 \ ct probab] · ov ·1 use hut in Hirt \\ h ·n 11. c to 
describe the work1ng of' thc . 'Cb, its almost perfect. 
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2. 7.1 Internet Information Services 5.0 (IL\) 
Internet Information Services 5.0 (IIS) is the Windows 2000 Web service that makes 
it easy to publish information on your intranet. 
Internet Information Services 5.0 has many new features 10 help Web adnunistrators 
to create scalable, flexible Web applications 
Below are the features of llS: 
I. Security 
2. Administration 
3. Programmability 
4. Internet Standards 
2.7.1.1 Sc,:urify 
Digest authentication: Digest authentication allows secure and robust 
authentication or users across proxy servers and firewalls. In addition, 
Anonymous, I ITTP Basic, and integrated Windows authcnticuuou ( forn11.:rl. 
known as Windows NT Challenge/Response authentication and NTl..M 
authentication) are still available. 
Secure Communications Sccun . .: Socket Layer (SSL) 3.0 and 'I ra11sport I ay 't 
Security (TLS) prO\ idc a secure wa 'tu cxchan re iufouuution lH:l\\Cc11 clients and 
servers. In addition, SSL .).0 and TLS provide a \\HY for th· server to vcuf 1 who 
the client is before the user logs on to the server. In llS 5.0, client ceruficatcs me 
exposed to both ISAPI anti Active St·1\1.:1 Pa ics, so that pro •1a1111m.:1s can truck 
users through their sites. 
Server-Gated 'ryptograph_ : Sen ·r-( 1ntcd Crypio •iaplty (SC 1( 'J is nn -. t ·11sio11 111' 
SSL that allows ri11a1H.'ial 111slitulio11s wuh • p1111 \lt:1sio11 ul'llS tu ux · sllrn11 
128-btt cncr 1ptio11. Al thou ih S< 1 ' '.tp.1htlit1 •s :11l' built 11110 llS 5.0, :t !\fl· •t:tl 
S(, 'ci..:1t1f1calc 1s required to use S<I(' 
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Kerberos v5 Authentication Protocol Compliance: IIS is fully integrated with the 
Kerberos v5 authentication protocol implemented in Microsoftco 
Windows@ 2000, allowing one to pass authentication credentials among 
connected computers running Windows. 
Certificate Storage: US certificate storage 1s now integrated with the Windows 
CryptoAPI storage. The Windows Certificate Manager provides a single point of 
entry that allows one to store, back up. a1 c.J configures ser er ccrulicatcs. 
Fortezza: The U S. government security standard, commonly called Foncvza, is 
supported in llS 5.0. This standard satisli1.:s the Defense Message System security 
architecture with a cryptographic mechanism that provides message 
confidcntialitv, integrity, authentication, and access control to messages, 
components, and systems. ·1 hcsc features can be implemented both with server 
and browser software and with PCM 'IA card hardware. 
2.7.1.2 Administration 
Now one can restart one Internet service!' without h<I\ ing to reboot a computer. 
Hacking Up and Restoring I l!'l: One can back up and sa\ ea mctuhasc setting to 
make rt easy to rctui n to a sale, known state. 
.onfiguration Options: One can set permissions fo1 Read, W1 itc, F .ccutc, Sci ipt, 
and FrontPai•l! Web operations at the site, directory, or tile level. 
Personal Web Manager llS 5.0 includes a sunplificd administration tool called 
Personal Web Manager ( l'WM). 'I his tool can help 0111.: adminixtcr and monitor a 
personal publishing site. 
Site Traffic Monitoring. Real-time •rapli'i that displa 'sih.: uulfio st111lst1 ·:-;, su .h us 
requests p1.:1 day, requests per hour, '1sito1s I ·r· da., and v1s1to1s p ·1 horn 
l'rogmnuuahiluy: hill suppotl lrn /\•ti\ S '1\1.'I l\1 • .s, i111.'1ud111 • p'1lo1111:11h: • 
enhanced /\SP l:o111ponu1ts 111d nc« L't rur-lmudlin • 1'1111 niounlit . 
I) 
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Centralized Administration: Administration tools for IJS use the Microsoft® 
Management Console (MMC). MMC hosts the programs, called snap-ins, that 
administrators use to manage their servers. One can use llS snap-in from a 
computer running Windows 2000 Professional to administer a computer on an 
intranet running Internet Information Services on Windows 2000 Server. 
2. 7. 1.3 Programmability 
Active Server Pages: One can create dynamic content by using server-side 
scripting and components to create browser-independent dynamic content. Active 
Server Page (ASP) provides an easy-to-use alternative to C<JI and IS/\PI by 
allowing content developers to embed any scnpung language 01 server component 
into their I ITML pages ASP provides access to all of the I ITTP request and 
response streams, as well as standards-based database connectivity and the ability 
lo customize content for di Ifcrcnt browsers. 
New ASP Features: Active Server Pages has some new and improved features for 
enhancing performance and stream! 111111g a sci vet side sci ipt, 
Application Protection: llS 5.0 offers greater protection and increased reliability 
for a Web application. By default, I IS will run all uf an application in :t common 
or pooled process that is separate from core llS processes. In addiuon om: can 
still isolate mission-critical applications thut should be run outside of both con; llS 
and pooled processes. 
/\DSI 2.0: 111 IJ~ 5.0, administrators and application developers will have the 
ability to add custom objects, properties, and Hh.:thod"I to the c isling /\DSI 
provider, gi\ ing administrators even more flcxihilit ·in conligming their site . 
.! I 
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2.7.1.4 Internet Standards 
Standards Based: Microsoft Internet Information Services 5.0 complies with the 
HTTP 1.1 standard, including features such as PUT and DFLI ·:Tl~' the ability to 
customize I ITTP error messages, and support for custom In TJ> headers. 
Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning (Web!)/\ V): J·:11ables remote authors 
to create, move, or delete files, file properties. di rectories, and directory properties 
on one server over an I IT! P connection. 
PlCS Ratings: One can apply Platform for lrucrnct Content Selection (Pl 'S) 
ratings to sites that contain content for mature audiences. 
FTP Restart Now File Transfer Protocol file downloads can ht: resumed without 
having to download the entire file over again if an uucrruption occurs during data 
transfer 
2.8 W cb Browser 
A browser is an application program that provides a \VH} to look at and uucract with 
all the informauon on the World Wide Web. ·1 he word "browse." seems to have 
originated prior to the Web as a gcncnc tc1111 for user interlaces that kt use: browse 
(navigate through and read) text files onlinc, By the 1i111l' the lit.I Web lu owsc: with a 
graplucal user interface was invented (Mosaic, in 1992) the h.:1111 seemed to apply to 
Web content, too. Tcchnicall ',a Web luowscr is a client pw11rnm that uses th· 
1 Iypcrtcxt Transfer Protocol (I ITTP) to make requests of'Wcl: servers throughout the 
Inicrnct 011 hchalfol'thc !Howsct use: J\ L'1m11n .rciul \c1s1011 of th· 0111i111d lnm\s ·1, 
Mosaic, 1s in use Many of the user inh . .:rfi1L:c fi.:at111 is in Mosai ·, lum ·v ·1, \\ nu 11110 
the I irs! \ idcly-uscd hruwscr, N ·tscap · Navi 1:it0t Mi1.:rosolt lolln\\ ·d \\1th tis 
Microxol] lntcrncr Explorer. Today, thr.:s · two h111\\:-1r1s 1111.• tit· unl · l\\n hw\\s ns th 1t 
the vast ltlaJOl rt I o!' Internet llSl . .'IS :111.' ;mnt . or J\hlHHI !11 the unlinc M'I vie ·s. s11l'11 II 
) -"' 
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America Online, originally had their own browsers, virtually all now offer the 
Netscape or Microsoft browser. Lynx is a text-only browser for UNIX shell and VMS 
users. Another recently offered and well-regarded browser is Opera 
While some browsers also support e-mail (indirectly through e-mail Web sites) anti 
the File Transfer Protocol (FTP), a Web browser 1.., not required for those Internet 
protocols and more specialized client programs arc more popular. 
The most popular web browsers in the market nowadays are Microsoft Internet 
Explorer and Netscape Navigator. 
2.9 Development Tools 
2.9.1 Programming tools 
2.9.1.l Active Server Pages 
These days, "Web applicauon" rs almost as broad a tcun as "application." l lsmg a 
Web-based client for a distributed or client/server application is hccomin 'more 
common. Active Server Pages (!\SP) is a server-side s1.:11pt111g cnvuonmcnt that user 
can use lo create dynamic Web pages rn build power Iul Web applications /\SI' pages 
are files that contain I ITML tags, text. and script commands. t\SP pages can call 
AcuvoX" components to perform tasks, such as connecting to a database 01 
performing a business calculation With /\SP, user can add interactive content to your 
Web pages 01 build entire Web apphcauou- that use I ITML pa res as the intc: face to 
I he customer. 
2.9.1.2 Visual B~tsil' 
The "Visual" part refers to the method used lo neat· the 1ntpl11cal us ·1 i11t1..·11:1c • 
(GlJI) Rather than writiug mun •1ous lin ·:; til\od ·lo dcM'11h • the :11>1 \':11:1111..•1..• and 
focal IOI\ of' illll'I fon: ·k:1111.•11t:;, 0111.· inn Sllllply add prc-turilt ohJ ''Is i11to pf:tl i uu 
screen. 
. l 
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The "Basic" part refers to the BASIC (Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction 
Code) language, a language used by more programmers than any other language in 
the history of computing. Visual Basic has evolved from the original B/\SIC language 
and now contains several hundred statements, functions, and keywords, many or 
which relate directly to the Windows GUI. Beginners can create useful applications 
by learning just a few of the keywords, yet the power or the language allows 
professionals Lo accomplish anything that can be accomplished usi 11g any ot her 
Windows programming language. 
The Visual Basic programming language is not unique to Visual Basic I he Visual 
Basic programming system, Apphcations Edit1011 included in Mrcrosol] Excel, 
Microsoft Access, and many other Windows applications uses the same language. The 
Visual Basic Scripting Edition (Vl+Script) rs a widely used scripting language and a 
subset of the Visual Basic language. 
Visual Basic is a programming environment from Microsofr 111 which a programme, 
uses a gra phi ca I user i ntcrlacc lo choose and mod lly pre-selected sect ions or code 
written i11thc13/\SIC programming Ian 1uagc. 
Since Visual Basic is easy to learn and fost to wruc code with, it's sometimes used to 
prototype an application thut will later he w11th.:11 111 a more difficult but dfo.:1cn1 
language. Visual Basic is also widely used to\ rtll' working pmi1rnms. 
2.9. J .3 ,Ja\'H 
Java is a programming language expressly designed for use in the distributed 
environment or the Internet. It was desiuncd 10 hi\\ c the "look and Iccl" or the(.' t I 
language, but it is s1111plc1 to use than '1 + and enforces an objcct-ru i mted 
programming mock! J;l\ a can be used lo create complete applications that may 1 u11 n11 
a single computer or be distributed among servers :111d clients in :i network. II nm .1bo 
be used to build n small application llHH.luh.• rn applet frn 11~' as pall of a W ·h p.i '• 
Applets make it posvrblc fo1 a Web pa 1 • 11 !Jr to inh:'1.1l:I \\ ith th· p:t '· 
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The major characteristics of Java are: 
• The programs you create are portable in a network. Your source program is 
compiled into what Java calls bytecode which can be run anywhere 111 a 
network on a server or client that has a Java virtual machine The Java virtual 
machine interprets the bytecodc into code that will run on the real computer 
hardware. This means that individual computer platform drllcrcnces such as 
instruction lengths can be recognized and accommodated locally just as the 
program is being executed. Platform-specific versions or your program HI\! no 
longer needed 
• The code is robust, here meaning that, unlike programs wnucn in Ct and 
perhaps some other languages, the Java objects can contain no references to 
data external to themselves or other known objects. This ensures that an 
instruction can not contain the address or data storage in another application or 
in the operating system itself, either of which would cause the program and 
perhaps tile operating system rtsclf to terminate or "crash" ·1 he Java vurual 
machine makes a number or checl son each object to ensure inll'J'l It) 
• Java rs object-oriented, which means that, among other character istics, a11 
object can take advantage of being part of a class of' objects and mhcnt code 
that is common to the class Objects arc thought of as "nouns" that a user 
might relate to rather than the traduional procedural "vet hs." J\ mcthml c<111 be 
thought or as one of the object's capabilities or hcha, iors 
• In addition to being executed at the cl11.:11t rather than the SL'I\ ·1, a Juva applet 
has other characteristics designed to make it nm fast. 
• Relative to C 1 I, Java is easier to lcai n 
2.5 
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2.9.2 Database Server 
2.9.2.1 What is a database 
A database is a collection of data that is organized so that its contents can easily be 
accessed, managed, and updated. The most prevalent type or database 1s the relational 
database, a tabular database in which data is defined so that it can be reorganized and 
accessed in a number or different ways. J\ distributed database is one that can be 
dispersed or replicated among different points in a network J\n object-oriented 
programming database is one that is congruent with the data defined 111 objcc: classes 
and subclasses. 
Databases contain aggregations of data records or files, such as sales transacuons 
product catalogs and inventories, and customer profiles Typically, a database 
manager provides users the capabilities of controlling read/write access, specifying 
report generation, and analyzing usage. Databases and database managers me 
prevalent in large mainframe systems, but arc also present in smaller distnbutcd 
workstation and mid-range systems such as the J\S/400 and 011 personal compute: s 
Structured Query I .anguagc is a standard language for mnkin • interactive qucr 11.:s 
from and updating a database such as IBM's DB2, Micmsoli's Access, and datuhase 
products from Oracle Sybasc, and Computer 
2. 9.2.2 M il'rosoft SQI, Server 2000 
Microsoft S<)L Sen er 2000 is a rclauonal database system \\ ith a rich lk\ clopmcnt 
environment. Microsoft SQL Server 2000 provides agility to dutu manngcmcnt and 
analysis. From a data management and analysis pl'1spectl\ 1;:, it is criricnl Ill 1u111 ia\\ 
data into system's intelligence and take lull advantage of the opponunuies presented 
by the Web. J\ complete datuhasc and data unulysis puckugc, f'.. lic10-,olt S<,.>I Sci, •1 
/()()() opens the doo: In the rapid development nl' a fl iw ten ., al ion or 'Ill ., pr is . ·lnss 
buxiucss appl1catio11'i l'vlicrnson S< ll S...:I\ ·1 2000 is a lull • Web ·n:1hlcd d:it th 1 ', 
prm idtn!_'. co: L' s11ppml l(H I , t msibl · f'..l:u lrnp I .1111 11111 • · ( X f'..1 l.) und I h • ahll 11,' to 
ljlll't v arross lhl' lnll'r nl'I and lw oml thc liH.:wall 
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Below are the features of Microsoft Server 2000: 
• Fully Web-Enabled 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 provides extensive database programming 
capabilities built on Web standards. Rich XMf, and Internet standard support 
the ability to store and retrieve data in XML formal easily with built-in stored 
procedures. User can also use XML updatcgrams to insert, update and delete 
data easily. 
• Easy access to data through the Web 
With Microsoft SQL Server '.:WOO, user can use I ITTP to send queries to the 
database, perform Iul l-tcxt search on documents stored in database, and run 
queries over the Web with natural language. 
• Powerful. flexible Web-based analysis 
Microsoft S()L Server')()()() Analysts Services capabilrucs :11L: c: tended lo the 
Internet. User can access and manipulate cube data b) means of a Web 
browser 
• I lighly Scalable and Reliable 
Achieve unparalleled scalability and reliability with Microsoft SOI. Server 
2000. With scale up and scale out capabilities, SQL Set Vt·r meets 1h1: 111.~cd · nt' 
dcmandi ng cconuncrcc and cnlcrjn isc apphcut ions. 
Microsof SQL Server 2000 takes ndvantugo of sy111111ct1 ical 1mlltiprntessor 
(SMP) systems. SQL Server Enterprise Editiuu can use up lo .,2 processors 
and 64 (iB or R/\M. 
Scale out distributes the database and data load ac ross s 'I\ ·11, 
2.7 
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• Availability 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 achieves maximum availability through enhanced 
failover clustering, Jog shipping, and new backup strategics. 
• Integrated and extensible analysis services 
With Microsoft SQL Server 2000, user can build end-to-end analysi-, soluuons 
with integrated tools to create value from data Additionally, user can 
automatically drive business processes based 011 analysis results and flexibly 
retrieve custom result sets from the most complex calculations 
• Quick development, debugging, and data transformation 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 features the ability to interactively tune and debug 
queries, quickly move and transform data from any source, and define and use 
functions as if they were built i11 to Transact-Stjl.. Users can visually design 
and code database applications Irom any Visual Studio tool. 
• Simplified ruauagcmcnt and tu11i11g 
With Microsoft S()L Server 2000. it is easy to manage datahasc« centrally 
alongside all enterprise resources. Stay oulinc \ hilc easily moving <111d 
copying databases across computers or between mstanccs. 
2.9.2.3 Microsoft Access 2000 
The Microsoft Access 97/2000 rs a full-featured multiuser relational databus · 
management system that designed fo1 the Microsof] Wrndo\\s opL·rnting syst •111s 
(such as Windows 9\. Windows NT, Windows 2000). 
Access )000 1s cxucmcly visua] ly rn icnted and easy l!l use It 111111 ·s • I •11sl\ c us· ol 
drag-and-drop n11J visual design for qucn ·:-;, fi11111s, and I l'pot t:-; Ace .ss 000 ciuu ·s 
with a1111111.:11at1.:d dL'\ clopmcnt cm i1u111m.·111 ( ll)F) i11clud1111 1111.'1 iucnt ii 
compilutton a fully uucmctrvc visual dchu 1 1 ·1, ht ·111 po111h, and siuulc sk:p 1h1rn111h. 
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These capabilities combine to make Microsoft Access an extremely powerful platform 
for developing client-server database solutions. 
Microsoft Access Strengths: 
• Microsoft Access is fully networkable 
Microsoft Access is designed for both stand-alone and multi-user 
applications. The program is fully networkablc. 
• Microsoft Access is Y2K compliant 
As might be expected, both Microsoft Access 97 and Microsoft Access 
2000 arc fully year 2000 compliant. 
2.9.2.4 Analysis between Access 2000 and SQL 2000 
Access 2000 differs from Microsoft SQL Server in that Access is a desktop 
application, whereas Microsoft SQL Server is an enterprise-level database. While the 
two database solutions operate at di tlcrcnt ends of the spectrum and meet different 
organizational needs, they arc complementary. The right database for a particular 
situation depends on several factors including scalability (1H1ml>l.!1 of users, size ol' 
data), reliability (mission-critical data, such as corporate payroll versus potential sales 
contacts), and available database experience (office use: \S. proli.:ssirnml database 
administrator). 
As a client/server database, S()I. Server differs from Access _ooo, a file-server 
database, by providing greater scalability and reliability for mission-critical data. 
Access databases typically sen ice individuals and small groups or JO to :w users with 
no more than a megabyte of data, which could cas1h he processed on the cl zskrop. 
Microsoft S()I, Server ran support thousands orus 'IS with t ·1ahyll'S nr 111f'rn 111;11io11 
and provide other enterprise-level database capabilities. For example SOL Serve: 
offers 2·117 support hy pm idi11g the abili1y to cnudu ·1 ndministuuion and 
maintenance while the database is online It also prolet:ls a 1a111st data loss « ith a l\\o· 
phase co1111111t,' hi ·h cnn hc usclul if':i p:11t1n1b1 tmnsncuou rs llll\'1111ph·d 111id-..11 nun 
due to powc: outa111.:, network litilt11 • rn olh '1 1c:i ,1u1s 
Acccsx )000 has (\\O llHIJOI coruponcnts: ill\ applit'.llHlll dcv •lupmt•111 'II\ irn111111.:1\I 
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and a data engine. The application development environment is Visual Basic. The 
data engine can be either Jet, which continues to be the default data engine for Access 
2000, or Microsoft Data Engine (MSDE), the newer option, which incorporates 
technology from SOL Server 2000 and represents Microsoft's strategic direction 
Nevertheless, the choice of data engine depends on enterprise requirements, usage, 
and feature set. 
MSDE is fully compatible with the SQL Server 2000 code base, enabling developers 
to write one application that scales from a PC running the Windows 9'i operating 
system to multiprocessor clusters running Windows NT Server, Enterprise Edition 
Several technologies arc included in MSDH, such as dynamic locking, which 
automatically chooses the optimal level of lock (row, key range page or table) for all 
database operations. This maximizes the tradeoff bctwccn concurrency and 
performance, resulting in optimal usage Dynamic self-management enables the 
server to monitor and manage itself: allowing for hauds-off standard opc1atirn1~. 
Merge replication allows users to modify distributed copic» of a database ill dillcrcm 
times, onlinc or offhnc. and combuic all the work later 11110 a single u11ifo1111 result. 
And like Jet 4.0, MSDE includes Unicode. 
In incorporating technology from S<JI, Server 2000, MSDI: allows developers to 
make SQI' Server 2000 features available lo hundreds or thousands or users, For 
example, access to S()L Server's Data Transformation Services 11111~cs it easy to 
import data from any source, including OLE databases, Windows NT Directory 
Services, and spreadsheets, and lo trunsform o: export that dutu to any other store. 
Access to Microsoft SQL Server OJ.AP Services enables analysis of coruplc 
1nfo1 mauon by optimiztng data access. The Pi\ ot'l'ahlc Services, for instance, run on 
client workstations a11<.I aid desktop multidirueuxionnl anal. sis by making the 
Pivot'Iublc's dynamic views more intuitive and putting all of the Pi\ nt'l'ahlc options 
on the screen for easy use. I lnough Microsof] S( >L Sl't' 1..:1 :..ooo. I .xcct 11s\.:rS li.11 ih • 
l'irsl time have the capability (<l analyze gi11:th) t .s uud 1~:r.1h) l .s or data. 
Through tis use of'S<)L S 'l\'l't '.2000 technology, f\lSDI·. :illo\\~ users to P''s • 
qucsnons 111 l·.nglish instead of fonniu • q11•1i ·s \\ith nm1pl •x S<JI. stat 'lll\.'111\ 111 
JO 
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addition, MSDE supports parallel queries, allowing steps in a single query to be 
executed in parallel, delivering optimal response time. 
Enterprise applications require scalability, robustness, and security, which can be 
obtained with MSDE or SQL Server, but not with Jct. In terms or scalability, MSI )I. 
and SQL Server have clear advantages over Jct. For example, MSDE and S<)I. S<..:1 vcr 
support SMP, whereas Jet docs not. While MSDI: or SQL Server support virtually an 
unlimited number or concurrent users, and S<)L Server offers access to tcrabytes of 
data, Jet supports a maxunum of 255 users and only 2GB or data. MSDI~ and S< >L 
Server provide transaction logging, hut Jet does not. Ir Access 2000 is being 
developed or used in an enterprise environment, MSDI, is the hcltc: chorcc of data 
engine. Even if current needs arc not considered "enterprise level," using the Access 
front end with the MSl)I: back end positions the database for scaling as business 
needs grow. 
In terms of robustness, MSDF or SQL Servel is the better choice, particularly if' 
applications need transaction support even i11 the event or a network, system, or 
applicauou crash. In the same situation, Jct would not be a good choice because it 
docs not support atonuc transacuons; that is, it docs not guarantee that all changes 
performed within a transaction boundary arc comnuttcd or rolled back. 
2. 9.3 Operating .~)·st<!m 
An operating system (sometimes abbreviated as "OS'') is the prognun that, alti:r bi:111g 
initially loaded into the computer by a hoot program, manugcs all the other p1og111n1s 
in a computer. The other programs arc culled applications oi application ptog1a111s. 
The application programs make use of' the opciutin •system h '111:rki11g ll'ljlll~St. 1()1 
services through a defined application program i11t1.:1foc:c (API ). In addition, users can 
interact directly with the opc1ati11° system tluuu •h ii use: 111t ·1 lh~ • such :I"> a 
command language or a graphical 11sc1 i11k1 face (C 1lJI). 
An opL~l'at i ng s rstcm p1:!t I 111ms I h ''-'l' s 'I\ ices tor 11ppl i at ion 
.ti 
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• In a multitasking operating system where multiple programs can be running at 
the same time, the operating system determines which applications should run 
in what order and how much time should be allowed for each application 
before giving another application a turn. 
• rt manages the sharing of internal memory among muluplc apphcanou« 
• H handles input and output to and from attached hardware devices, such as 
hard disks, printers, and dial-up ports. 
• It sends messages to each application or rnreractive user ( rn to a system 
operator) about the status of operation and any errors that may have occurred. 
• It can offload the management of what arc called batch jobs (for example, 
printing) so that the initiatmg applicauon 1s freed from this work. 
• On computers that can provide parallel processing, an operating system can 
manage how to divide the program so that it runs on more than one procc ... sor 
at a ti me. 
All major computer platforms (hardware and software) require and sometimes include 
an operating system. Linux Windows '.'>()()() VMS, OS/400, AIX, and ;/OS arc all 
examples or operating systems. 
2.9.3. I Windows 2000 Professional 
Windows 2000 Professional 1s the Windows operating system for business desktop 
and laptop systems. It is used to lllll software applicatinns, 1.:011111..:l't to lntcmct <111d 
intranet sites, and access files, punters, and network resources Windows _ooo 
Professional is a graphical user mtcrtacc opcratiug system, It allows the usci lo 
interact with the computer 111 a way that Wies icons and grapluc-, Window» :woo 
Prolcssiona I also support long Ii le name and built-ui network mg ca pahil it ies, 
Windows 2000 strrn~ths: 
Ensy-to-l ls{' Husim·ss ll<•sl~cop 
Microsoft opcr.itinu sys: ·111s do111i111t 'al thi.: desktop I'\ •I h ·1.·:111s1.· ol'th ·11 •:tSl' of 
use. I wcu till' mosl l'asual of compute: us •1 :111.: fo111ilm1 with busic \V mdm\s 
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navigational techniques and conventions. Windows 2000 Professional offers an even 
more intuitive and intelligent user interface. The company's often-imitated Wizard 
technology has been enhanced to provide simpler configuration processes The user 
interface departs with the familiar Windows 95 GUI, but this change hr ings about a 
more Web-oriented countenance based on Microsoft's Internet I ixplorc: 
Low Total Cost of Ownership 
Even though Windows 2000 Professional is a "fat" client (it requires (>4Ml3 or R/\M 
to run efficiently), rt costs a lot less than most Unix clients to run on the desktop 
There have been numerous independent studies, including those by Dcloittc and 
Touche, showing that Microsoft's platform beats Unix in initial cost of' purchase and 
long-term operation. Many large intcrnauonal corporate organizations have switched 
from Unix to NT in the past, with cost cited as the catalyst for change. 
Microsoft has aligned the new Windows 2000 operating systems with its "Zero 
Administration" initiative. Windows 2000 Profcssionul includes 11u1111.:rous client-side 
features to make it easier to admimstci , deploy, and maintam the desktop. Om: or its 
new innovations rs its lutcllilvliuor technology, which automatically ruirror-, a user's 
client cnvuonmcnt-vtncluding data. applications, administrauvc settings, and system 
files=on Windows 2000 servers. The Active Directory s .stcm also enhances 
administration by provrding integration with everything in the cnrcrpnsc, with its 
management components reaching every desktop. 
Device Support 
Windows NT is often criticized for its luck of device configuration capabilities. For 
some reason, Microsoft did not include the popular Plug-and-Play kch11ology found 
111 Windows 98. Windows 2000 Professional includes Plug-and-Play for detecting 
hardware on both locals 'stems and laptops 'I lie opc1a1i111 sysren: also suppmts some 
of the state-of-the-art tcchnulogics used b 'corpornh.: users, including native suppotl 
Ior DVD; Universal Serial Bus (USH) mouse, printer, and sc:11111 ·1 [u oducts, aud 
digital cameras, recorders, and othc: ll-:.1:1: I.<> l-computihl · d '\ ic ·s l111p1nH·d 
Support for Mobile l bet:-> 
., 
J.) 
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Windows 2000 Professional offers excellent support for mobile users, including such 
features as accurate battery checking, a hibernate mode (which writes a memory 
image to disk before shutting down), improved power management, and new network 
access and file synchronization systems. It also supports the new Advanced 
Configuration and Power Interface (ACPl) specification. 'I he specification, developed 
by Microsoft, Intel, and Toshiba, gives the operating system the ability to control the 
amount of power awarded to each attached device 
2.9.3.2 UNIX 
UNIX (sometimes spelled "Unix") is an operating system that originated at Bell Labs 
in 1969 as an interactive time-sharing system. UNIX became the first operating system 
written in the C language. Partly because it was not a propnetary operating system 
owned by any one of the leading computer companies and partly because it is written 
in a standard language and embraced many popular ideas, lJNIX became the first open 
or standard opcraung system that could be improved 01 enhanced hy anyone. UNI,' 
operating systems arc used 111 widely-sold workstalion products from Sun 
Microsystems. Silicon Graphics, IBM, and a number ol' other compunies. The UNI./ 
environment and the client/server program model were important clements in the 
development of the Internet and the reshapine of computing as centered in networks 
rather than in individual computers Linux, a lJNI X dci i\ auvc available 111 both "free 
software" and commercial versions, is increasing in popularity as an ultcruativc to 
proprietary operating systems. 
2.9.3.3 lJNIX and Windows 2000 Profcxsionul 
Windows 2000 Profl:s~ional is au cnhnnc •1m:nl nl'Wim.lm'~ NT t ·d111ology So, 
comparing NT technology and UNIX tcchnolou ' is impo: 1a11t to decide whu h typ ·of' 
server is suitublc for this pwj1.: ·1 
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NT can communicate with many different types of computers. So can UNIX. NT can 
secure sensitive data and keep unauthorized users off the network. So can UNIX. 
Essentially, both operating systems meet the minimum requirements for operating 
systems functioning in a networked environment. 
An NT server w111 validate an authorized user, but once the user is logged 011 10 the 
NT network, all he/she can do is access files and printers. The NT user can1101 just run 
any application on the NT server (in order to take advantage or the superior 
processing power of server hardware). An NT user can only run special applicauons 
that have been written in two pieces, i.e. client/server applicauons. Wln~11 a user log:-; 
in to a UNIX server, he/she can then run any application ( prov idcd the user is 
authorized to do so), thus taking the processing load offhis/her workstation So, NI' is 
more secure to solve the hackers problem. 
In today's world, reliability is often more important than speed Although performance 
is largely a function of hardware platform (see the next section), it IS 111 the area of 
reliability that the choice of operating systems has the most 1111luc11ce. Indeed, 
Windows NT rs a great 1111prnve111c11t over Windows l 1 rn W111dm\lS 95, Intl ti still 
has a long way to go before it can reach the level ol .,t.ibili1y ottered by C\ en the Open 
Source UNIX opcraung systems. So, UNIX ts more stable comparin i to NT. But, 
since there are 110 transucuons involved in the Web-based 'ounscling System, M> the 
reliability is not a great issue to be considered. 
The argument that Windows NT is easier to manage due to its C/Ul (poinr-und-click 
graphical user interface) is really a great advantage to till! novice users. No doubt, 
most or the people prefer (ilJI than 'I.I (command line lll(CI face). As we arc 1101 
familiar with CU, Windows is more preferable th;.111 UNIX for tht'i project 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS 
3.1 Introduction 
Before designing a functional system, there is a need to do system analysis. It rs an 
important phase in the software development life cycle. 
System analysis for Web-based counseling system (WBCS) is an attempt to 
understand the problem and limitations of the existing system. ·1 he overall emphasis 
of the analysis is to gather information of the current system, 1i..:qu11e111i..:11ts, problems 
and solutions for the system being developed The main purpose of this analysi« phase 
IS: 
• To survey on available systems of this type to gain some extra understandings 
for the system being developed. 
• To interview with counselors regarding the system requirements to med the 
goal or counseling. 
• To acquire knowledge on how docs counseling wo: ks 
• To gain an overall understanding ol'the system Ilov ands 'stem process. 
• To gain appropriate data and requirements. 
• To find out the strength and weakness of the system developed 
• To identify the software and hardware requirements to develop the system. 
3.2 Methodology u 'Cd 
In order to successfully implement tlH: <ysicm, a11 appmp1 rate system development 
model should !11..: followed Th1.: methodology used in developing the WH<'S is 
prototyping. 
Prototvpmg is a tecluuquc ol to11,t111ct111 'a p•11li11I imp! •mc11tation 11t'a :-y. h.:111 :-.11th 11 
the user can kt1111 m01 i ahnut :i pruhlvm Solt\\:11 p111to1 'Piil" ts :111111liH11Htlirn1 
(i 
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system development methodology based on building and using a model of a system 
for designing, implementing, testing, and installing the system 
Prototyping is based on building a model of a system to he developed Moreover, 1 he 
initial model should include the major program modules, the database, screens, 
reports, and the inputs and outputs that the system will use for conununicating with 
other (interfacing) systems. 
Prototyping uses the model for designing the system. The initial version of the 
prototype is not full system, but rt docs contain its designer's understanding of' tbe 
database, screens, and reports. As the user and Information Systems people begin to 
work with the prototype, it will change. The initial version of the prototype rs a 
skeletal version of the system; it docs not contain all the processing and validation 
rules that the system will ultimately have. As those working with the prntot. pe 
modify it and add to it, they will be completing the design of the system. 
Prototyping uses the model to implement the system. ·1 he initial version or the 
prototypc v ill consist of programs wuttcn in some languagc to move data bad. and 
forth between the screens, the database, reports, and the inputs and outputs used lo 
communicate with interlacing S}~tcms. At Iirsr these programs Illa) do little 
processing; they may actually dummy it. As pmtot) ping process continues, newer 
versions of programs that perform more closely to those of the ultimate system will 
replace the orrginal versions Prototyping uses the model to pt:1 form both the system 
and the acceptance testing of the system. The initial \ers1011 of the prototype, as well 
as all subsequent versions will commumcatc wuh system test versions or feeding 
systems and systems to be fed So. the prntot. ping will always run 111 "system h.'SI" 
mode. And, since the user will be working with the protot pt: from the bl..!gi1111ing, the 
user will be pct forming "acceptance testing" of the prototype from the beginning. 
Prototyping docs not go beyond a 1111u.:k-11p if', altc1 huildiu 1 and '·"I ·11111 ·111i11 • "' ith 
the initial model of the systl~lll, and possibly 111:iki11u :i 1\·w 1111Hlil1cat101l'; lu it \V11h 
the l'rntol ping Mclhmhilogy, C\' ·11 thou ih u 1Ho1<1typ • 11111 'Ill..' littl · 111111 · than :i 
mock-up when it is li1KI built, it hl'l'Ollll'~ th' l11s111m: of 11s I ind by thl' tune it 1 
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finished. So, when the prototyping process ends, the prototype has become the 
system. 
Identify basic requirement 
Step l 
Develop a working 
prototype 
Step 2 
Implement & use prototype ----- Slep 3 
Yes 
No 
Revise and enhance the 
prototype Step 4 
Convert to 
operational 
prototype 
Figure 3 I Prototyping Diagram 
3.3 Analysis on the Existin~ System 
3.3. I Modules in Existing .\)1,tttem 
• Web based User l11f01 mation 
View, delete ;111c.J update user intcnuation, around -thc-clock, around- 
the-globe. 
• Web based Search Admiuisuauon 
I\ comprehensive search enguu; based 011 name description 01 :111) 
other criteria to retrieve handle m1111b ·1, rclcusc sclwdulcs a11 I ntl11..·1 
rclevam infonnation insuunau ·oust . lb •1 s 111fo1111111io11 ·:111 h • l'a~tl , 
modified lhm11t'h simpl • fo1111s 011 llh.: S)!\l 'Ill and i111111 ·diah•ly sent to 
all 11st:1!\ Staflcau mnk • modilil':tl1011s lo th1.: l\>1111, .111d datah:i. 1Hl 
the central x •n ir and from the: '1 ·:11.;h all 11s(.·1s 
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• Web based user management 
Provide administrative functions to manage user details and contacts. 
• Solution provider 
Provide administrative functions to review solution given and quick 
access to detailed description for each users stage, 
• Report 
Provide extensive reports over the web for the staff. 
• Printable reports 
Provide simple and custom-made forms to print reports from the web 
page. 
• Downloadable Reports into Excel CSV Format 
Provide administrative functions to download reports into Excel CSV 
format for review. 
• I kip Desk/FAQ Application 
Develop sub module application and accommodate relevant answers 
for frequently asked questions, 
• L-mai I Notifications 
Provide email notification functions fo1 each batch update and 
transaction. 
• Admin Area 
Provide login menu so that admin can log in and use several functions 
provided. 
• What's New Area 
PrO\ idc a bulletin board so user can receive news. memo and 
notification from di I Icrcnt counselor. 
• Web Security 
Provrdc 11.:h.: ~1111 applic~1tion security to prevent fraudulent access to 
website. These include the pwpu method lo allow 1 ·'isl ·1~d us ·1, 
administrative functions to prevent Illegal ilCCl:SS and IO!Jlll to the 
system, 
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3.3.2 Strengths on Existing System 
• Good Control and Maintenance for Information 
The administrator can view, update and delete the information in the system 's 
database. So, the data information is under controlled and case for 
maintenance. 
• Easy to Search for Solutions and Principles 
The existing system provides a search engine to seek for relevant information 
instantaneously. 
• Provides Report 
The existing system provides simple and custom made forms lo print reports 
from the web page. 
• Security 
The existing system provides Login module to prevent either unauthorrzcd 
user or administrator access to the system. With this, the user 's into: nml1011 
will not expose lo others. 
• li-rnai I Notifications 
The existing system provides emu ii nouficat 1011 Iunct ions lo i 11 f (11111 the us ·rs 
for system updating. 
3.3.3 Weakness 011 Exi. ... ·ti11g .\)wtem 
• No Real-Time Information Exchange Function· 
Sometimes, user needs extra information and the iuformatron that the system 
provides is not enough So, a real-time infonnation exchange l11m:t1011 hkc 
chat room or forum is needed so that the users can discuss and exchange ideas 
with each and others 
• No Direct Intcracuons with Profcsxiona! Counselors 
The cxisung docs 1101 prov idc an methods lot user lo internet with the 
professional counselors directly 
• No cl tent record 
I here a11.: no 1ccmds lo 'it11tmmii1 i the 11:-.cl''s ·h.11t1ch .. ·11s1te-. when th',\ art •ss 
the 1>a 'C •• , he llSCI record can cuntain th. inliu mnuuu lik . ho\\ Ill uiv 11111 ''i th. ' ~ 
11se1 'i-.11 lh1.· pa •c, wh111 kind lit' i111<1111wtH111 thal the 11s1..·1 111.'l'ds, wl1111 
prnhkms that tit· 11sc1 has arul xu ou. 
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processed by the browser; the result is then displayed by the browser on the 
monitor. The client-side scripting languages can be: Java, Activex Controls and 
Dynamic HTML. 
• Data Store Access 
Universal Data Access (UD!\) is a method to access thl! data held 111 all the 
diverse applications and formats. As part of its UD!\ strategy OIY-DB will be 
used. 
OLE-DB is the evolution of the anonymous data store OLI ~-DB is very similar to 
the idea behind ODBC that is a standard for acccssmg data. It was designed to 
allow the programmer to use a common set or routines to access the data stored in 
database, regardless of the type of database in which the data was stored. So the 
OLE-DB can allow the user to connect to its legacy databases through your 
existing ODBC connections. 
AcuvcX Data Objects (/\DO) is a set of obj cc ts that allow the prni•rnm1rn.:rs lo 
program their data access logic from languages like Visual Bask as well as 
scripting languages. !\DO rs u higher-level model than 01 C-DB, wluch 1111.:ans 
that it simplifies some of the complexities ol'prorram111111g will! OLE-DH 
3.4.2 Microsoft Visual Basic 6. () 
Visual Basic is a Microsoft Windows programming language V1s11al Basic 
programs arc created 111 an Integrated Development En ironmcnt (IDE). Visual 
Hasic is derived from the H!\SIC progranunin 1 language. Visual Basic is a 
distinctly different language prm iding power hit features such as graphical user 
interlaces, event handling, and a xcss lo till' W111J'.2 A!'}, objcct-oncntcd Icuun is, 
error handling. and structured programmmg and so on 
Below arc Icuturcs in Visual Basic: 
• Graphicul Us ·r Interface (C ll 11) 111tmdun.:d Ii· pph: ( 'nmp111 ·1 111mk it •as11 .. ·1 
fo1 11i.;e1s to couununrcntc wuh cnmput: .. .rs With this, pc11pl' h~· 1:t11 11si11 •the 
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mouse device to point to things on the screen representing the actions the 
computer shou]d take and clicking a mouse button to select a desired action. 
Visual Basic can create user-friendly graphical user interfaces. 
• Object-oriented programming 
Object-oriented programming in Visual Basic is a programming tcchnrquc with 
components. Visual Basic programmers can create their own user-defined types 
called classes. Each class contains date as well as the set or methods winch 
manipulate the data. Visual Basic can craft new classes and reuse existing classes. 
• ActivcX 
ActiveX technologies seek ways to uucgratc the local machine with the Wm Id 
Wide Web (WWW), Internet and Intranet. !;tics and other documents that 111ay 
seem like they arc residing or executing on one machine may actually bl! stored or 
executing on a remote machine. AcuvcX ha" a wide range of distributed 
computing technologies. 
3.4.3 Hyper Text Markup Language (llTML) 
To publish information for global distribution one needs a universally understood 
language, a kind of publishing mother tongue that all computers may potentially 
understand The publishing language used by the World Wide Web is I ITML 
(from I lypcr'l'ext Markup J .anguagc) 
I ITML gives authors the 1111.:ans to: 
• Publish online documents with hcadmgs, text, tables, lists, photos etc. 
• Retrieve onlinc inlonuauon via hypertext links, nt the did ol a button. 
• Design Io: ms for conductiug transucuons with remote SCI\ rcc-. for USC in 
scaichmg Io: mlunualion. 111nki11g i cxcrvatiuns, onk-1111 • p1od11 ·ts nc. 
• Include spread-sheds video clips, sound dips, und uthc: applu:a1io11s 
ducctly in their documents. 
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3.5.3 Advantages of Using Visual Basic: 
• Data access features to create databases, front-end applications, and scalable 
server-side components for most popular database formats, including 
Microsoft SQI, Server and other enterprise-level databases: 
• Activcx fM technologies allow the uses or the functionality provided by other 
applications, such as Microsoft Word word processor. Microsol] Excel 
spreadsheet, and other Windows applications 
• Internet capabilities make rt easy to provide access to documents and 
applicauons across the Internet or intranet from '' ithin application, 01 to create 
I ntcrnct server applications. 
• The finished application is a true .cxc file that uses a Visual Basil' Viuuul 
Machine that can be freely distribute. 
3.6 Functional Requirements 
A funcuonal requirement describes the interaction between the system and its 
environment. The functional requirements fot WB 'Scan Ii· divided into 11111 • 
modules. They arc search, chat room, forum, security tccdback, admi11istmtio11, help, 
analysis anti extra utilities. 
3. 6.1 Search 1Hodule 
The purpose ofsearch module is for the users to seek for relevant solutions :111d 
principles for then problems, The solut10ns and pr i11c1plcs \\ ill h · stored rn the 
database according to the topics lik 'l':11i: ·1. ucadcmic, H1111tl), 111a11iag • und oth •1s. 
The sources or thix solutions and pt inciplcs :u • from th' counsclinu h:mdhonl 'oth 'I 
counsc] i ng web page and local counsel in • d1.:p:111111 ·111. 
3.6.2 Chui Rootn 
·1 here arc two kinds ol'rhal uuuu 1(11 th', stcru I h · 11c· 
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I. Counselor with user 
This chat room will only allow one counselor and one user involved. So the 
user information can be kept confidentially and only the in charge counselor 
will know it. The user can view the counselor s bibliography before enter the 
chat room. So, the user has the right to choose the counselor. 
II. User with user 
This chat room is opens for public as any authorized users can parucrpatc on 
it For this chat room, user can discuss his or hct problem with olhL!t t1S1:1 
3.6.3 Forum 
The user can open a forum and gd the reply from other user or counselor. This tor um 
is visible to all the authorized users. 
3. 6.4 Security 
To maintain the security of the system, LOG IN rs needed before enter the page. There 
arc two types of logm: user login and administration logrn. 
i. User login 
Ir the user makes his first visit to WH 'S wcl: page, the user needs 10 sign 111 
lirst before the user can uses any facilities in the web p:1 ic. ·1 he user ID is 
unique for every user. When the use: si 111 in the registration Ionu, the user 
needs to specify the counselor who will in charge lilt him. I hen a record will 
open under that pat ticulur counselor and the counselor will know all 1h1.: 
information orh1s clients. There is password to keep all tho us ·r record and 
counselor ca 1111ot view other counselor's cl ient 1 ccord. 
ii. . ulministration lo1:i11 
Admuustration louin is for the counselors :111d ad111i11is1tatm tn ·111 ·r the 
WBCS web page :ind hackcnd appl: .ation, l·i1st 01':111, th· adnuuistuuo. nc ·d 
to 1denlil)' the qualification nf th· 'Ollll'> lorx who nppli d to h · 0111 i the 
WH 'S couuxclors. Il'thc appl 'is !lJ pw\t: I, the adn1111isllalm \\ills •11d th 
user ID and 1wss\\ord to th· l'Ollll~ •lot 1~11 hm1 to lo 1i11 lo WHC:-i \\ •Ii fl.I • • 
and hnrkcnd application 
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3.6.5 Administration 
Administration module is a standalone backend application that only the 
administrator and the counselors can use it. ·1 here an; four scopes in the 
administration application. database maintenance, view user profile, vicv 
feedback and post the important news to the memo hoard or the WBCS web 
page 
1. Database maintenance 
There IS a form for the administrator or the counselors to lilt in and 
update the counseling information in the database. 'I he adminisuuror 01 
the counselors can update new solutions and pt inciplcs f'o1 the existing 
topics in the database or even post new problem and its solutions as\\ 11. 
11. View user profile 
The administrator has right to view all the user profiles hut the counselor 
can only his or her client profile ·. 
iii. View Ieedbacl 
The feedback that the user sends will store into the database and the 
administrator can vi .w it [hrou ih this administuuion appl1cat1011. 
av. Po~t important news 
'I ht: udmi 11 istrator Cd n pmt some im prn ta Ill not ice ot new about t he 
WBCS through the mcmu board in the web page. 
3. 6. 6 Feed/melt 
Users can send his com1111.:11ts, opinions, weakness or qucsuons to\ B 'S 
administrator so that the adminislrato1 can take furthe: considerations an I 
actions about the WB 'S. 
3. fl. 7, t11a()'.\;,.., Mot/11/t' 
When the u: r using the search engine to. ick for sol11t1on:, th u •1 's prohlcm 
will be record down and cat gori1c I into app1op11:it ·topics lik • t · •11:11 • 
lllill I t:I tc, crn ''I, uoudcmic .111d lllht t 'I II\.' p 'I ic ntuuc of' II 'IS th.11 h.t\ • th 
snmc prohl cm will I r cnl ·ula1t·d nnd th· 1 • 1111 "ill Ii·, hon 11 111 h111 ihnu. 
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3. 6. 8 E~tra Utilities 
There are two extra utilities that the WBCS provides. They arc job listing 
column and pen-pal column. 
1. ,Job listing column 
This job listing column will benefit both employers and employees. I he 
employers can post the vacancies available by jus: filling up a 1<>1111 thruu ih 
the WBCS web page. The information of' the vacancies available arc displayed 
in the web page for free. ·1 hen, the employees can access to WHC 'S web page 
and seek for suitable Job 
11. Pen-pal column 
If the user wants to join the W/3 'S pen-pal column, the use: ju t needs to fill 
up a simple form and the user's personal information will he appeared in the 
pen-pal column and others user can email to you straight away. 
3.7 Non-functional Requirements 
3. 7.1 Securi~)' 
Safety Oil transforming infonnauon is an essential rrn the web-based S) tern. To 
prevent unauthorized user to access, the access ri •ht must h maintain don prop 1 
way. There are three types of' access to WBCS: 
• The udmiuistrator has all the access 1 ight such as read inset r, upgrade and 
deletes records to the dntal1a~c. ·1 he admi111st1,1to1 also checks the 
qualificatiou of the cou11sdors who apply to h .com the WH S memb ·1 
and asst in new user iuuuo und password to rhos • couns .lors who arc 
qualified to become WH< ~ '1H111~ •101 
• ·1 he counselors have read ;111d insert ti .lus tu th· druahuse. But, the 
counselors can only 1 ·mt \•1\1111 p.111nnl1 Ilk· 11~ ·1 1 'l'ntd < 01111 ·101 ·an 
onl '1 .ad his client 1 \:ord hut 1u1t oth •1 • Co1111 ·Im ·un in· •11 in11111t mt 
stutcm nt to till' u 1 1 l'o1d 
t 1 
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• The normal users have the read access only tothe system. They can only 
view the contents that arc displayed for public without having the authoutv 
to insert, upgrade and delete the information in the database. 
3. 7.2 Database Maintenance 
• Backup database 
Backup the database is an important part of' monitoring the databases. I\ 
hack up copy or the database is essential to prevent une rpectcd data 
corrupt ions. 
• Archive database 
Archive the database is to clean up the database by delete some or datu files 
that arc no use alter a long period or time. Hy archiving the database, it 1.:a11 
reduce the storage or the database. 
• Restore database 
Restore dutabasc v ill copy the backup database file to replace the d.uuagcd 
database file. 'I his will help the user to recover the database 
3. 7.3 User Friendliness 
·1 he system interface design should be uscr-Iri mdl to gh ·a •oo I imn re tu the 
users. Despite of thut, the user-friendly mtcrlacc can kt th· users mast .r thc 
wu .s easily. 
3. 7..1 i'1exibili~1' 
Flcxibilit · refers to the system s abilit ·to adopt Ile\\ tcchnolu rics and resource, 
as well as implementation in chan •ing 1.:m·110111ne11ts N '\\ f ·a1u1 ·s 1.·:111 be uddc1.I 
to the system if there is a nc .d 
3. 7.5 Perfortnanc« 
Response time and throu •hput :11 • lh ·tor:-; to b · ·011 id '1 •d f{ll " ·h p.1 • • 
dn 1..•lop1111 .. 111 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM DESIGN 
4.1 Overview 
System design is a process where all the user rcqurremcnts will be tra11.sfo1 med 11110 a 
real world application which will be developed conceptually or logically. The purpose 
of system design is to select and plan system that meets the requirements needed to 
develop the system desired. System design is a cry important stage to develop a 
system. I\ design specification Is needed to do system design. 'I he design 
speci fication desert hes the features or a system, 1 he com pon1.:11ts OJ' clements I) I' a 
system and their appearance to the user. 
There arc four stages in the system design process, they are· 
I) Database design 
2) System architecture 
3) Process Design 
4) User Interface Design 
4.2 Database design 
The database is constructed using the Microsoft S< >L Sen er 2000. ·1 he database that 
will be used for this projcc: is a relational database. I\ relational dmabusc is a 
collection of data items organized as a xet of' Iormully-dcscrihcd tables from which 
data can be accessed or reassembled in many different \\a ·s without huving to 
reorganize the database tables. 
The standard user and npplicatiou pl()g1am intct lace to a r ·lnlional dntubns ·is th 
structured qu: .rrv language (SQL). SOL suucmcnts ar i uxcd both for int 'nl\.'lh • 
queries for inlonn.uiun from a 1clatio11al datahm;c and for gathering data fot repru ts. 
Benefits of the relational dataha ' 
• Minimizes duplicru xl data and ·li111111:11 ·s 'ti 11111 p ·s ul p10 ·s ·111 l't101s 
I hat r:1 n m·c111 wh 'II d111:i a 1 • s101 • I Ill ot h •1 \\ 1 s 
• 'olumns contain dat:1 that 1•1111·1111c HI\\ lo uuoth •1. 
() 
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Below arc some tables' designs that will be used for WBCS: 
Table 1: User Registration Table 
Jiii.: t ton 
I his tahl r wil! ~lotl' all th· 1 •t •,u111 p •1 uuul dntu uf'th •\Vii S 11 ·1 1 h • 
II ~I II IS iuuque 1111 L'\ 'I II I .111d th. I. \\Old I d 'I '1111111 d h th' II I 
Field Name 
uscrIO 
password 
firstnarnc 
gender 
OCCllJXI( ion 
rhone 
email 
I address 
I 
j postcode 
state 
country 
uscrt 'Pl' 
counselor 
secrd_question 
:HIS\\' 'I 
I Data Type Lcn~th 
nvarchar 12 
nvarchar 8 
nvarchar 20 
nvarchar 20 
smalldatetimc 4 
in l 4 
char () 
nvarchar 30 
nvarchar 20 
nvarchar H) 
nvarchar 50 
f l>l'SlTipf iou 
User idcnu Iication 
User password 
User first 11:11111.' 
I Iser last 11a11w 
I )ate or birth 
User age 
Gender 
I Jscr occupat 1011 
Telephone 11 um her 
I Email address 
I Use: pl·r man ·111 
address 
numcn C 5 
nvarchar 15 
nvarch.u 15 
11 urchar 
Postcode number 
Slate name 
'ou1111 y name 
Ty1 e or llSCI'. uch HS 
muns -lor or u: ·r 
ll\ archar I .... ( ounscloi 's II> 
m urcluu I( ) <Jm.·~t ion that h .lp 
ll 'I to I 'Ill .ml ~I 
p!I S\\ OI d 
11' :11 iluu I I () J\tlX\\l'I lo flt' 
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All the personal data that the user provides are highly confidential. The user 
can change the information when there is a need. 
Table 2: Feedback Table 
nvarchar 
Field Name 
Ender 
Data Type 
nvarchar 
date smal ldatetimc 
Length 
12 
Desc ription 
User ID of the user 
feedback 
Date or the Iccdback 
who send the 
8 
sent 
Title nvarchar -------- Title ol' lhe comment 
Iccdhacl 
'I his table will store all the feedbacks that the users sent through lhl! \VB S 
wch page. 
Comments 
T:.1bll' 3: Analysi» Tahk 
Field Name 
Scope 
j l)ata Type 
nv archar 
Keywords uvarchar 
no or hit I int 
30 
200 'onicnts of' the 
Length 
30 
lkst.:ript1011 
Scope of' 
inlornuuion rluu 
WIH 'S p1ovides 
such as career, 
· acadcm ic ... 
Keywords that 
h ·long to that scop · 
such as ncadcmic 
200 
~ many tim ·s that 
tlm; :;t HI • ul 
111lu1111atin11 1 
111.' xl xl hy th' US 'I 
'I his tahl • is u ·i.·d to cul iulatc the p ere ·11t·11 • ol user '1 wh» ick 1'111 
i11llu nialio11 011 the sa1111.' 111p1c \Vii in the ll"il'I ~11h'1 ,1 !.It inu 111' \ oHhi 111 rh • 
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search box, the string of words will be checked whether it matches with the 
word in keywords column. If it is matched, the no of hit will increase one. 
This table is used to draw a bar graph to show the pcrccntapc or informauon 
that the users needs when they access to Wli( 'S. 
Table 4: User Personal Record Table 
Data ·1 ypc 
sma I ldateu me 
Length 
8 
I kscript1on 
'I he date that the 
user enter WHCS 
web page 
problem nvarchar I 00 'I he whole string 
that the user t 'P' 
into the search box 
This table will keep the whole string or words that the user type in the search box. So, 
Field Name 
date 
every user will have hi.., 0\1.11 table to keep lus scm ·h sltrng So th· table's num ·is the 
same as uscrll) 
T:.1ble 5: Problems Tahlt.' 
solutions for I hat 
I .cngth 
50 
I 00 
Description 
Problem s title 
Field Name 
Problem nvarchar 
Keyword» of' that 
problem 
., he name or the tuhlc 
to ~trn · ull th· 
kevword nvarchar 
solution link n archar 25 
p;11ti ·ulm problem. 
'1 hi.s tahk will lii;t 0111 all the p1nhh.:ms under a pat 1ic11ln1 tahl · 
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Table 6: Problem Solution Table 
Field Name Data Type Length Description 
solution nvarchar 50 Title of the soluuon 
description nvarchar 500 Description or the 
solution. 
This table will store all the solutions for a particular problem. 
Table 7: Message Board Tahlc 
lkscript ion 
I he date the 
message \\ ute 
'l he contents or that 
n1cssngc 
Field Name 
writcdatc 
Date Tyj>C 
smalldatetimc 
message nvarchar I I 00 
This table will store all the message» that will show 011 the WB ·s. 'I he adrninistrator 
is responsible to wntc the message to tell the users of' WHCS about the major events 
that will happen on WB ·s. 
TalJlc 8: Peu-pat Table 
l Data Tyf>l' 11\ archar r l.enuth I 12 lk. cription l Jsernamc Field Name uscrll) 
·1 his table will store the uscr ll) that . ·as registered to the pen-pal culumu 
T~ahlc 9: .Joh Tnhk 
Fidd Name f l>:tht Type I .cn rth Dcxc dpt ion 
( 'ompnn: Name nvarchar 40 'I he nam • of'th • 
·rnnpany 
l'o"iilwn nvnrchur ~ {) Nam· of the 
I Pn ·i1io11 Tutnl Vacan ·y 11v:11 rhm l I low mnnv vn ·1111 •y 
I I\ iiluhk• Email m a1d1.11 I ~o l '0111p.111y's J1n1 iii Fx pt 11.:tL clays nvarchar I ulllish d111at1t111 
I' •g1:-t ·1_cln1 • ~111.1lld.11 nun \ I t• 'C'• h~t ti 11' 
·I 
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This table is used to store the company details that want to publish its vacancies to the 
WBCS users. 
4.3 System Architecture 
Web-based Counseling System is running in a Microsoft Windows ?000 server. l Jscrs 
can login to the system using a client personal computer, 
The WBCS can be divided into two major parts: user and ndnuuistruuon 
Web-based Counseling System 
_l_ 
User Section~ 
-u.rlD 
Administration Section 
Figure 4.1 S~ stem Design Diag1a111 
1 r.::;-J ~f - " ... (hAf lh>1)U' ] 
I I V 
- l1•1t 
I' . ti 
ti 
- .... f 
1>.wQ t J 
Fi •111 • I .! l Jsc: S' lio11 I >i.1 •1.11t1 
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4.3.2 Administration Section 
The administration section is mainly a software application where the admimstrator 
can monitor the WBCS. 
Aulhent•c•hon & 
Authont11t1on 
D•t•b••• 
M•tftt.,,nAn<-4 
Add 
[ HHug lloa1d 
[ UprJ t 
Counselor 
~Jl:\MP 
Counselor 
PP1r. .. •wnrr1 
Update 
Change 
P~~~wnrt1 
Oel t• 
[dlt l'tQttl VI w 
Fi iurc i 3 Administration Section Dia •ram 
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Web-based Counseling System 
4.4.1 Data Flow Diagram 
A data flow diagram (DH)) is a graphical technique that depicts infonnauon llow and 
transformation of data from input to output. 'I he data llow diagram '" used to 
represent the system or software at any level or abstraction 
Below arc the symbols used in DH) diagrams: 
Symbol 
[I_ 
t 11.1<.•r 
Name 
Source or destination of 
data 
Processes 
Data Store 
!)ala Flm 
Description 
sources or destinations 
outside thc specified 
system boundary 
transforms or incoming 
data ll<m(s) lo outgoing 
data flow(s) 
data repositories li.>t data 
that 1:-; not moving 
movement or data in the 
system 
I .ogin 
Sy'ih'tu 
t\u 1'ptil 1.'11:11 
I 'IJll' t 
F1gu1 ·I I Conte t 1>1:111~1111 
. 7 
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I Clients I """ 
User ID & Password ... .. 
/ 
1 ... 
Wcb-ba::;cd 
Verify user ( 'ounscling .. ·I authentication System 
in formation 
... 
A 
Authorized I ·~er I I> & Pas \\ ord 
··- ----- ----··-- ... ! 
DI Rcuistcrcd User Information 
~--- - - • 
Fnrnm 
F1·1·dh:ll'k 
[ t\dmi11i-:tr:i1inn 
[ Analysis 
Figure ·l.5 Data 1 lm'v I iiagrnm I. ivet-t 
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User 01 Register user I lst 
Authorl11·d user ID & 
p.i·,•.wo1d 
Login user ID & password 
1.1 
Verify User ID & 
Password 
1. /. 
Grant Access 
2.1 
Module Selection 
·u 
S 'rlrth Solution ., 
·1.1. .. 
I >I•< u•,"t11q 
3. -•{ 1n }1 orum RPtrml .. 
I >I < 11·~ Ill</ 
3.-t _:_I .. A<lmlni I r.111011 llpdtlt(• & !{pt 1 ll'Vt' H• 11)1tl•, 
} 3.' -·l-;;:-Ell ''Y'·' .. 
Vlt!W An.ily I•, 
3.li .. 
1111<1 I {Pell), I k 
v.r 
Search 
~ Clltll HClOlll 
Adm1n1• tranon 
Arwly.,l 
I e db. ck 
-~ I mp! ym •111 
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words in the search 
ho~ 
I. I 
1.3 
Maleh every single 
search word with the 
problem columns 
No 
2.1 
Match every sinuk 
search word with the 
kcvword of I he problem 
from problem table 
' I 
List out all th· 
. ()lu1i,1n 
Web-based Counseling System 
1.2 
-+- ------• Split the search 
strin is into eve: ' 
sinulc word 
~-prohkm tnbk 
-----~ 1)2 problem table 
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4.5 User Interface Design 
Below are some interface designs of the system: 
This is the main page of WBCS 
!{ ~ I T!'Utlt el tfttaik/. pn» : , J'r •If. lJJU'tl'tr y '(/UC~ 'ti I tViiI sfaif /: {,'I lfi IS a 
numl!!d ft•• fi ,,,.. ~vvlll ro J. n ,{i<riou 1f., wr. to$ t you a tfoott Ii. rpr.. if 14'. 111ttft lh:n1 fit om 
Gr.rwcr 
l111tq1antfmg 1ovor11q1 tz ~ tve n1JltJ)' 1oan.."f1f(1 asfii/I, aspossiU 'lf:at 111".t1au itl!IQ) 1110 
otfu r rc:xn.u,.:; :f..:;t ·, , can iu1111a. 11 •1{111i7 r ti m:t 111f:.wu:.11alfl'fi 11 app1vpr11111 'J}ns 11'11.1 ::: I/Qt a 
:tt6smw profa~-v:rdlt1U1l#r.,:a ·1-tt n II f prov•if:r'6 111 ~ m.:1 er.ii elt1la::al. nc: :Ii ra;y 
~{vUJc•t't'I u f:,pti I ua ~ c 'Cll f [p _y<:r.i ttl/JJ (XI fintf 11 • l;il11' sdw :s to _rO'.JJ P' .,6(. ms 
r r ... 
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This is the chat room interface. From here, user can sec who are the users or 
counselors in the chat room as well. 
bhyap : I'm f111i< thank y~·U 
shwco : H -llo, \tnw ;Jrt• yo11I 
Figure 4. 9 'hat mom uucrlacc 
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This is the feedback form interface.'! he user may type in suggestions in the text box 
and click "send" button. 
I Tittl":[ 
I Comments S. Su~ll~Hions : f~~: ~ 
• 
u have a11y conmen: a6aut ow Hi6•l'arra rpur.~(i'l/J Jy,1 M. ft;n!r,v posl u.: y7..u- 
amrneru: m tnfer far us ~11,f;:iri<r J:U rystt:n om! 1in Jl!JIJ tt:•pr()fluff. 6r,t r'Vle. 
to all our d~aiat :<.nt 
j • J .... 
I· igurc ti. 10 Feedback Fonn intci face 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTE\\11 IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 
5.1 Introduction 
The implementation phase of the system development i!'l concerned with transhuinu 
the design specification into a programming language. The primary poal ol'this phase 
is to produce a simple. clearly specified source code with complete documcntauou 
that will case on the process of verification debugging, testing, modification and 
future enhancement. 
5.2 Implementation 
The implementation process comprises the transition from the system desi in structure 
to executable code program. There arc a Icv t -pes or unplcmcntation that arc usu! in 
developing the Web-based .ounscling S stem. 
5. 2.1 lnitial /111p/e111e111atio11 
I he initial implementation process is the construction of'thc initial proto: 'pc that 
performs for the first time. ·1 he graphical user intcrtuce i!-1 bcin • developed to 1ntc1~1ct 
\ ith the users. 'I he main page also contains buttons an 1 liypcrlinks. 'I hen, all these 
components arc integrated with and tested with the web browse: and web server. 
5.2.2 lterative anti increment lmplenteutation 
The iterative and increment unplcmcntation occurx alter :1 test 011 th· ru11c111 S) st .m 
If there arc errors occur then further modrficatiou and cmcction \ ill take pince to 
enhance the current \C1si1H1 of the s -st ·111 ·11us process will .ontinue ucrativclv and 
,; 
c er iteration will result a ne,vly increments to the system . . 
<ii 
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5.3 Development Environment 
5.3.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware that are used to develop this system are listed below: 
• 450 MHz AMO K6-2 Processor 
• Asus Motherboard 
• 256 MB RAM 
• Canon 210 BJC Printer 
• Voodoo Banshee 3 D Accelerator Card 
• 15" Color SVGA Monitor 
• Standard Keyboard 
• Mouse 
• 1.44 MB Floppy Drive 
• 50x CDRom 
5.3.2 Software Configuration 
The sort ware tools used for system development arc vital to the successful nl 
implementation ofthis web-bused counseling system. The table below lists out the 
software used for the development of this system. 
Software Dcscripuon 
lhc operating system and the platform to 
act as the server for web-based 
Microsoft Windows 2000 
counseling system. 
Web server Internet Information Server 'H) 
Microsoft Frontl'age 2000 I k\eloprrn:nt em ironmcnt to create, edit 
and \H!\V the Acuvc Server Pages. 
1
1 )atabusc sci' er 
To do documcntuuon or this web hnscd 
S()I. Server 2000 
Microsoft Word')()()() 
counscliu 1 s •stem 
Internet I .xplorc: 'I 0 Web Im)\\ sci to' tl'\\ the web pa • · 
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5.3.3 Web Server 
Microsoft Internet Information Server 5.0 is used as the web server for Web-based 
Counseling System. IIS 5.0 is tightly integrated with Windows 2000 operating 
system. So, IIS 5.0 is chosen as the web server for this WBCS. 
TIS 5.0 supports an application environment called Active Server Pages (ASP). Under 
this environment, HTML codes, .JavaScript, VBscript and even ActiveX components 
can be combined to produce powerful web applications. 
5.3.4 Database Development 
The database for this Web-based Counseling System is created using SQL Server 
2000. By using SQL Server 2000, the data inside the system is highly secured and can 
be accessed remotely through the network. 
5.3.5 Web Page Development 
Languages that arc used to develop the Web-based Counseling System arc I ITML, 
.JavaScript, Java and Active Server Pages (/\SP) server and client scripts l lTML is 
the basic language for homepage design; whereas ASP, Javaxcript arc used to 
pct form mput validation and client-server interactions. Java is used to perform applet 
to draw graph. 
The coding style is important to future enhancement and creates understanding to the 
system. So, the coding style should be· 
• Simplicity modular designs arc used 
• Maintainability codes arc orgam/cd well and commented 
• Reusahility task-oriented codes arc cnsilv developed for reuse, specially l'o1 
tasks that cross application boundanes. 
• Testability modules can be tested custly 
5.4 System Testing 
System tcstint' ensures that the svstcm is doinu and prndllC:rnp the perceived output 
l'csung is a key puu ot the -;olt\ an: dl'\dnptlll'11t pnKl''iS, and ts iterative. 
Normally thc s stern tcsuno includes the folhmmg proc ·ss: 
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• running the program with a controJJed set of inputs. 
•observing the run-time effect the inputs have on the program. 
•examining the program outputs to determine their acceptability 
During the Testing phase, the application is verified against the requirements, This 
typically involves some level of system intcgrauon, function, scalability, and 
performance testing. Ideally, the testing phase overlaps part of development 
meaning that as soon as portions of the application become functional, they can also 
be tested in a more formalized way than the unit testing done by developers The 
documents produced during this phase arc: 
• Types of tests 
Test documents • 
• Test error ("bug") reports 
5.4. J Tile Testing Process 
Testing is an iterative process. It should be done throughout the system development. 
Different testing techniques arc used to accomplish the system testing poal. The 
testing processes used for testing this Web-based Counseling System arc: 
• Unit testing 
• Module testing 
• Integration rcsung 
• System tesung 
• Acceptance test 1 ng 
.i . ./. I. I l /111 t test 111g 
. 
Unit testing focuses 011 small unit ol'tlll' syst ·m's cumpoucuts. Hach syst .m 
component rs tested 1ndcpcmh..:ntly without the 111t iruction ol'uthc: ro111pnt1 '11ts. 
lndivrdual components arc tested to ensure they arc 01wr:iti11l' 1.·0111.·l:tly. 
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5 . ../. 1.2 Module Testing 
A module is a collection of dependent components such as an object class, an 
abstract data type or some looser collection of procedures and functions. There arc 
a few modules in the Web-based Counseling System such as chatroorn, forum, 
analysis and so on. So every module is tested separately to ensure that each 
module operate correctly. 
5 . ../. 1.3 Integration Festtns; 
Integration testing ensures that the interfaces and the linked pages arc called and 
directed accordingly. The incremental integration and the bottom-up integration 
approach are used. In the incremental integration testing approach, the Web-based 
counseling system is tested in small pages, where errors can be discovered 
Bottom-up approach begins construction and tcsung with modules at the lowest 
levels in the system and then moving upward to the modules at the higher le\ el 
5 . ../. I . ../ ,\)•ste111 /(:st1t1g 
The sub-systems are integrated to make up the cnurc system The tcsun 1 process 
is concerned with finding errors which result from unanncipatcd mtcracuous 
between sub-systems. It is also concerned with alidating the WBCS meets all the 
functional ~111<l non-functional requirements. 
5 . ../.1.5 Acceptance /'csti11g 
This is the final stage in the testing process before the s\ stern 1s accepted for 
operational use The system 1s tested with data. One 1K·1~on wrll act ""' ·lknt tn 
lest the S stem whether u meets all the funcuonal and 1\011 luncuonul 
requirements. Acceptance test may rev ·111 errors in the system'« 1 ·q11i1\.'llll'llt~ 
dcluution been use th~ real datu ·. 1.:1\.'IS\.'S th· s~ ~Hc111 in di! 1'·1 ·nt \\:t\ s l'iolll th· 
test data. Acceptance t1.:st ma · al'lo reveal rcquircmcutx pl\lhkms "h1..·1 • rhc 
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system's facilities do not really meet the user's needs or the system performance 
is unacceptable in real situation. 
5.4.2 Black box testing versus White box testing 
Black-box and white-box are test design methods. Black-box test design treats the 
system as a "black-box", so it doesn't explicitly use knowledge of the internal 
structure. Black-box test design is usually described as focusing on testing funcuonal 
requirements. Synonyms for black-box include. behav ioral, functional, opaque-box 
and closed-box. 
White-box test design allows one to peck inside the "box", and it focuses specifically 
on using internal knowledge of the software to guide the sclecuon or test data. 
Synonyms for white-box include: structural, glass-box and clear-box 
With black box testing, the tester has no visrbility into those inner workings. 'I he 
tester secs only the interfaces exposed by the system. By contrast, white box testing 
offers the tester full visibility into how the system works. 'I hink or a soda vending 
machine J\ black box test would involve mscrung the money 111to the machine and 
verifying that a soda drops out and that correct change is given J\ white box lest 
might involve opening the back panel 011 the machine and manually tri 1gc1ing the 
switch that drops the soda 
While black-box and white-box arc terms that arc still 111 popular use, man; people 
prefer the terms "behavioral" and "structural". Behavioral test design is slightly 
different from black-box test design because the USC or internal knowledge isn't 
strictly forbidden, hut it's still discouraged. In practice, it hasn't proven useful to use a 
single test design method. One has to use a nu xturc or drlfcrcut methods so that thev 
aren't hindered by the lunuauons or a particular one Somctune \\C also call this 
"gray-box" or "translucent-box" test designs. 
5 . ../.2. I IV/111<' Bo: l<'s/111.1!. 
White-box testing is control structures ul' a prnccdurul dcsrgn. It cuu dvnvc 
test cases to ensure all uukpcuden! paths at · ·. cruised at k•11st \lilt\.' all lol'il~al 
decisions ate exercised fot both true and fabe paths all lllOps :11 • ixccutcd at thdt 
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boundaries and within operational bounds and all internal data structures are exercised 
to ensure validity. It also may find assumptions about execution paths incorrect, and 
so make design errors. White box testing can find these errors. Typographical errors 
are random. Just as likely to be on an obscure logical path as on a mainstream path. 
White box testing is sometimes referred to as structural testing Because white box 
tests involve the individual components of a system, they require an implicit 
knowledge of the system's inner workings. In implementation white box tests 
introduce a given set of inputs to a component or individual function of a system and 
compare the outputs to an expected result. Testing is generally not <lone through a 
user interface, but by using the debugging features of the given development 
environment. 
5 . ../.2.2 Black Box test ins; 
Black box testing focus on Iuncuonal requirements. It 1s compliment with whuc ho 
testing. Attempts to rind the incorrect or missing functions, interlace error" errors in 
data structures or external database access performance errors and unuuuon and 
termination errors 
Black box testing is sometimes referred to as functional or behavioral tcsung and it 
offers numcrous'bencfits. In the first place, a black ho test' alidatcs whether or not a 
given system conforms to its software specification. In unplcmcntation, black box 
tests introduce "a series of inputs lo a system and compare the outputs to a prc-dchncd 
test specification. They test not onlv mdrvrdual systcn: cumpuncnts, but also the 
integration between them. The tests arc architecture independent -- the~ do not 
concern themselves with how a given output is produced, onlv wrth whether that 
output is the desired and expected output Finally as the\ rcquuc no knowledge ulthc 
underlying system, one need not be a software engineer to design black ho tests. 
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5.-1.2.3 Conclusion 
With white box and black box testing, the structure design and the functional 
requirements of Web-based Counseling System can be tested thoroughly lo ensure 
that it is less error occurs. 
5.5 Types of errors 
There are a few kinds or errors that encountered during the testing phase of the 
development of Web-based Counseling System. 
• Compile errors 
Compile error result from incorrectly constructed code by rncorrcctly tvpcd 
keyword or omission of some necessary punctuation Compile errors include 
errors 111 syntax. 
• Run-Ii me errors 
Run-time errors occur when a statement attempts an operation that is unposxrblc 
to carry out. For example, division by zero: 
• I .ogic errors 
Logic errors occur when an applicauon does not perform the way it was intended 
to perform. 
71 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 
Throughout the system development, there are a lot of problems encountered but most 
of them are eventually resolved. Encountering with these problems has been proven to 
be a valuable learning experience. The system was evaluated to identify its strengths 
limitations and proposals were made for future enhancement. 
6.1 Problems Encountered 
6.1. l Difficulty ill defining the system scope 
At the beginning phase, it was doubtful that what features and functions 
that should included because of limited information gathered and 
experience. As this involves developing a web-based counseling system, to 
build a fully-fledged system is quite difficult with lack of cxpencncc and 
information in the counseling field. This rs due to the fact that most of the 
developers and users arc reluctant to disclose any internal infounntion on 
the web-based counseling system as 1t is developed l'ot commercial 
purposes. Discussions were held with the project supervisor and other 
projc~l members to outline the scope of the project lurthet reading on 
counseling handbooks and research 011 the counseling web site onliue 
helped to define the features and functions of the web-based counseling 
system 
6.1.2 Difficulty in choosing "programming lt111f!t1t1ge 
There arc many programrmng languages avmlablc 111 the market \\1111..:h 
can be used to develop a web application. Tl) decide which languages to 
use, seek mg advices from project superx isor and couisc mates arc earned 
out. Alter much seeking, 1eli.·11:11Les and studies. ASP ( Activ · S ·1v1:1 
pages) and Javaxcnpt arc chosen prio1 tn de' dop this wcl: h:tscd 
counsel i 11 1 system, 
7:_ 
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6.1.3 Difficulty in understanding client-server system, TCl'/11' and application 
protocol 
At the initial stage of the project, researches and studies were carried out to 
understand how the web-based applications communicate and also the 
interactions between the cl icnt-server system. The TCP/IP model was 
studied as well to understand how the I ITTP, l·TP, SM'I P and POPl work. 
6.1.4 Lack of experience in web-based programming 
As there is lack of experience and knowledge Ill web-based programming, 
a lot of studies need to be done. ASP, JavaScript, S()L and 1 ITM L need to 
be learnt within a short span oftime. Web-based programming 1s a hit 
different from C or visual basic. The combination or different language 
also quite complicated and confused For example the global.asa is 
difficult to understand because it is written in VBScnpt and /\SP 
6.2 System Strengths 
6.2. I Simple and User Friendliness 
This web-based counsel mg system is desipucd to be simple, well 
organized and easy to use. 'lhe interfaces of the web-based counseling 
system arc developed based on Graphical User Interface concepts. I\ lot or 
interest mg and colourful buttons arc used in tilt: dcSI 111 or the web pa ie 
The hypcrlmks designed arc also understandable and nice. User should be 
able to navigate thnrnt1h the web pa 1 • hy just puintin •and cli .kiuu to th· 
relevant pages. 
6. 2. 2 fl eliubl« .\.I' stcn: wit It t~fl(•ctfre error lu11ul/i n;.: 
7J 
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The web-based counseling system is a reliable system where it can cater 
almost all the possible errors encountered. All the inputs from the users are 
validated and verified. For example, the user needs to provide correct 
username and password before the user can access to the page. I\ 
registration failure will be handled by the system by displaying error 
messages informing the user about the error. If the user success fu 11 y logs 
in to the page and favorite the page, it still needs to log in when the user 
tries to click anything else when the user opens the favorite page. 
6.2.3 System transparency 
System transparency refers to the condition where the users do not need to 
know where the database resides, how is the system structure system 
database management and anything related to the internal structure of the 
system. 
6.2.4 l•.:a.w to access 
The web-based counseling system is easy to access as long as there is a 
web browser on the computer and network connection. l Jscrs can access to 
the page from any corner or the world and anytime they like. 
6. 2. 5 Age11Y 
There is an agent on the page to communicate with the user The agent in 
the backcnd application will tell the uscr v hat the user can do on that 
application. 
6.3 System I .inutations 
Due to the cxpcucncc and skill poome-«, this wch-huxcd C0\11\\din 1 does not 
supprnt all the lu11ctio11s that me prm idcd by a couuncrcral ouhn · UH111sdi111 
system 
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6.3. 1 Web browser llmltation 
This web-based counseling system requires a JavaScript support browser 
in order to access to this page. User using the browser that docs not 
support these features will not able to use all the available functions in the 
system. 
6.3.2 Response time 
The web-based counseling system needs a reasonable time to load because 
the pages contain a number of graphics. Although the response time 1s not 
that fast, but it seems reasonable while the graphically page design cannot 
be avoided. 
6.3.3 Performance dependants 011 network 
The overall performance or this system depends heavily on the user's 
network connection or transmission line. I lcavy traffic Jam on network 
will eventually prolong the loading time of the web page. l'hc speed or 
user's modem is also an nnpo: taut factor to the perfonnancc ol the system. 
Low speed modem will eventually discourage the user Ill us11l~ the system 
in the future. 
6.4 Future Enhancement 
System development has no boundaries as new requirements and better 
unplcmcntation methods continue to ansc and e\ olvc. Enhancement should be 
made to improve the system limitations. 'I here an: several suggcsuons that can 
extend the usability or the cuucnt sv stem. 
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6.4.1 Interactive help module 
Currently, this system does not provide any help function except the agent 
only appeared on the backend application. In f uturc, a help module should 
be integrated into the system. This help module should be context- 
sensitive so that the user can navigates the page easily and gets what thcv 
want. 
6.4.2 Support email services 
To benefit all the users, counselors and administrator, an email services 
can be integrated into the system to response with each other. l·:mail can be 
automatically generated and sent alter a new user successfully registered to 
Web-based Counseling System. ff there arc any big and special events arc 
going to launch in web-based counseling system, then email will bl! sent 
automatically to all the users to notify them about the event. 
6.4.3 Integrated online payment services 
The current system cannot support the online payment services. In future, 
online payment services can be integrated into the system where 
organizations will be charged on advertising and posung johs on the web- 
basco'counscling system 
6.4.4 Sysiem security 
Due to this system is a counseling system. so all the user's mformauon 
should be kept in highly confidential st le /\s a result. system security is 
an important aspect lo protect this unporrant information 
• Firewall can be set lo protect an\ unauthonzcd user lo access to the web-bused 
counseling system. 
• Digital signature provides a \'vii) to associate the mcssn ic with the sender and 
is the cyberspace form ol'"signtng". 
• l~nc1yplt011 can be used to [uutcrt olh\:t usc1 to vic.v the impunun: d11ta \\h1..•11 
the data is trausfomung tluouph the 11etw01 I . hH L'lll'I \ ptum there :11 • twu 
unique keys, public key and secret key. Puhli ·I ·y j.., "' .uluhl ·lo all uth •1 
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users and the secret key is kept by the user itself. The two keys work together 
as an intriguing kind of matched set. 
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6.5 Conclusion 
Overall, this Web-based Counseling System has achieved and fulfilled the 
objectives and requirements as a web site that providing counseling services. 
This system is really easy to use and learn Web-based counseling system will 
be beneficial for those who is familiar with Internet and needs the counsclmg 
services. Information and guidelines arc available to the users and the users can 
get it by just a few clicks. The web-based counseling system is useful to the 
system management too because it provides a backcnd application to mamtarn 
and enhance the system remotely. 
There was a lot of knowledge gained throughout the development or this 
system. This includes knowledge in web application development, Internet 
technologies, Internet environment, progrumnung, software cngmcc: lllg 
concepts, database and even web server control Programming using /\SP, 
JavaScript and I ITML proves lo be a valuable experience and rs a good' a. to 
test our crcativit to solve problems, Interlace design using hontPa •e ts a 
good start into the web page design. Defining the lunctional anti uon-Iuuctionul 
requirements of the system is also a good cxpcncace for the process of system 
dcvclopmc et programuung tccluuqucs arc unportaut in Jc\ doping the 
system, good software engineering practices nH1s1 also be applied. Theories 
and knowledge gained from the previous courses such as Svstcm Analysts 
Project Management, Database, Sort ware Rcqurrcmcnts l.ngmccriug and 
others can be applied 111to this project. 
The eventual or the project is a \VOi kmg protot\pc \\ luch IS simple yd 
workable. There rs much more mom for uupro-, cmcnt m th1"i web-bused 
counseling system, in terms or implementing a more comprchcnsr, es 'stem, 
With further enhancements. thl"i system will he more rchublc and able to 
incorporate more features and even to be an arul ic1al intcllipcncr "}'item. 
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Interview Section with Cik Zaiton Mamat (Pegawai Rundingcara) from 
Counseling and Career Section of University Malaya 
Question 1: What are the important techniques used in counseling? 
Answer Actually, technique or communication is very important to understand 
the client. The way of directing, reflecting and explaining will help the 
counselor to understand the client. 
Question 2: What is the important aspect of counseling? 
Answer Privacy is a very important aspect that every counselor should 
remember. The information of the client should be kept confidcntiallv 
The information includes client's profile and problems. 
Question 3: What is important in asking client question? 
Answer Always ask question with "Whal" and "I low" 
Question 4: Normally what arc problems that the students in tlnivcr'lity 
Malaya faced'! 
Answer Normally they will lace with some personal cases like pressure in 
academic, love, relationship with friends and parents and negati 'c . 
thinking about life. 
Question 5: If the client takes some negative actions after gcUing some 
misunderstanding information from the counselor, do the 
counselor need to responsible for that? 
Answer Every time before the counsehug session, the counselor should c .plnin 
to the client that this is just n d1sc11ss1011. II there an: an Iurther acuons 
after the discussion. it will be the client's n:spo11sihility. 
Question 6: What is the duration of a rounsl•lin~ Sl'Ssion'/ 
A11swc1 Nounallv, the counxcliuu M.'.,s1011 will lahcs about I 'I 11111111t1:s to 011 • 
hour 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Welcome to the Web-based Counseling System! The Web-based Counseling 
System is a web-based counseling system that helps users to search for their 
problems and solution and access some other services that is available during 
normal counseling section. Web-based counseling system rs an electronic way 
of counseling services. Apart from being useful to the clients, this system also 
provides an efficient backend management application for the management or 
the system. This system is easy to use, where all the functions in this system is 
meaningfully descriptive and can be easily executed by a simple point and 
click on the available function button and hypertext link. 
This system consists or I 0 modules 
1. Login Module 
This module provides function to validate the users before they can 
access our service. lJ scrs need to re 1 istcr as a new user of W 1.:h- 
based counseling system and login to the system I.!\ cry 111ne they 
access to the web site. This is for security purpose or the web 
system. 
2. Search Module 
This module provides function for users to key 111 the search word 
which is the problems thcv faced. ·1 he system will pcrlonu 
intelligent checking through databases and shows the available 
solutions to the users. 
3. Chat Room Vlodulc 
I his moduli: pro rdcs real-time chat function for users lo chat with 
counselor (sinulc chut) ru tn 1.:hat with oth ·1 us ·rs that laced th· 
same problems ( 1rnup chat). 
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4. Forum Module 
This module provides function for users to post their question or 
discussion topic to the system. Then users from all around the 
world may participate in this discussion and provide valuable ideas 
and suggestions. 
5. Pen-pal Module 
This module provides pen-pal service for users who want to meet 
with more friends. They may view the pen-pal list, add themselves 
in the pen-pal column or delete them if they don t want to be 
appeared in the pen-pal list. 
6. Analysis Module 
This module provides analysis function to analyze the most critical 
problems faced by all the users. 'I his module will capture what the 
users search most often and calculate the percentage of the 
problems encounter Then a cumpai 1sn11 graph will display the 
result or the analysis. 
7. lJscr Info Preview Module 
This module lets the users to view their personal 111format1011 thcv 
provide to the system when they registered. 'lhcv can modify the 
information and update the information 
8. Message Board Moduk- 
This module prov ides function for the users to be informed for the 
latest information announced by counselors or administrators. 
9. Fcl·dhack Module 
This module provides function Im the 11s1.\1 s tu s '1HI th ·i1 c.:0111111cnts 
to the web admiuist: atnr 
) 
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10. Backend Administration Module 
This module provides function for the counselors and 
administrators of Web-based counseling system to maintain and 
enhance the usability of the web page. 
This module consist of 6 sub modules which is . 
For administrator: 
1. Login sub module 
- This sub module will validate the administrator before allow 
them to connect to our database. 
2. Database update sub module 
- This sub module allows the administrator to modilv the 
contents or the counseling data in the database. ·1 his include 
add new, delete and modify the l.!x1st111g data. 
3. User info sub module 
- This sub module helps the udrninistrato: to maintain the user 
profile for counselors and administrator. This include add new 
counselors/administrators delete or modify the existing profile . 
..t. Message board sub module 
- This sub module helps the adnunisuator to announce the latest 
informauon to the users. J\dnHnis11ato1 al'io can pre tC\\ the 
previous messages. 
S. Feedback preview sub-module 
- this sub module allo\\ the nduuurxtrauu to pre\ icw thi.: 
comments pm\ tdcd hv us ·1~ i11 \lldl·1 lob· uuuu uudcrxtaudu. • 
use: s need and proceed with ·nha nccmcut. 
. ' 
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For counselor: 
1. Login sub module 
- This sub module will validate the counselor before allow them 
to connect to our database. 
2. Change password sub mod uJc 
- This sub module allows the counselor to change their 
password if they feel that there is a need to do so. 
3. User info sub module 
- This sub module help the counselor to view the users 
registered to him/her. This includes viewing the users info and 
all the search word they provided during their search. 
1.2 Hardware Requirement 
The minimum requirements to run Web-based 'ounscling System arc: 
• J\ I 13M compatible PC with 16(> Ml 11 processor and ahovc 
• 16 MB RJ\M ( 32MB recommended) 
• SVCJJ\ Graphic Adapter (able to support 80(h600 rcscluuon) 
• Keyboard 
• Mouse 
• Network card 
1.3 Software Requirement 
The software rcqurrcmcnts to run Wch-hascd 01111sdin • Syst\..'lll me: 
• Any JavaScnpl-·cnahkd browse: (tvli<.:1osot1 Int ·111 ·t l~:-;plrn ·1 J.01 and 
above recommended) 
• Microsott Window-. 9\ 9X. NT. M i and .WOO 
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CHAPTER2 
Web-Based Counseling System (WBCS) Main Menu 
2.1 Starting WBCS 
To start Web-Based Counseling System, user needs to start their web browser. 
It is recommended that the display setting for the client computer is set to 
600x800 resolution to maximize WBCS functionality. Then user type 
http://commerce/ForYou/ForYou.htm and press Enter Key. 
If J<N. w1211t a {ettnki. pma111 • .leCUl'f OllS'Wtr "'yrur qttesML 1111 WtlI 6t gf4{ io Wp. '17ie1' u o 
~fa ft tftis smn 9:1 I Cllll !ITJ()te tM l1lllf IO gm J<N. a lfr:m.ffi sp«tfa 'Wfir t/iougM OIU 
QIU"'W,,, 
ln rtlSJXN'T116 IO JOO' qtJSSIOI. '11/f 'W!fI rry IO llMl!fT °' fo!Iy °' pa&nEu '1k1 w.ful., flOIM1lr you IO 
otf.er rs~& rf4I J<1U COii wm IQ 1111ituf~ Nforru! injonM:ion w.¥11 cpp~ ~ _.., ml Cl 
Mtrirutl fa' profurrwi[ ~~ ~ wilI 6f provkf~ infan71allal Ofli 1{1Qlle1\ lll?i tlwrrpy 
?<bwmr. II fcplfaiiy C4ll ftl{p you go sronel M fin'"" lllW lt'lliumr IO JOO' pro6ftms 
I· igure 2. I: WBC. main page 
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2.2 Login 
To login, the user has to key in a valid login identity (ID) and a valid 
password. After typing your access ID and password, you may click the login 
button to allow the system to process the verification. After login, the 
following will be displayed with the login section replaced by message board 
section. 
• • 
U'6Ccome to Pof'fou Counseling . 
.(/yru wa1u 4 tfua!Ui; pnt10111. tJCW'l lllllWlr to J<NI' lfU#lllOrt. Wf 'lllllt 6t 1'4(,., fttfp. 'l~rw 11 • 
rt0mtrtd fad for tfUs lllrfJO «J l CG/I Uwlll lf111 '""" liO grv1 JOU a tfrt:rwqft. lfJm/11:. Wt')! trou,fi' ow 
11/U'Wer 
?'7 1ift1t. ., "' -'nr 
'k' 1kil'fi•1.I." 1\tlf.C..c 
(1%/11/l()OI) 
Iii l'fsp<lll4'1r(J IO J<NI' t{Ulllllon. Wf w.O: try /I() atlSWfr OI falI> OI pour6lil. '7114• lllCW(u Jl(l'.llhllf you /I() 
Widr l'f/JOUIWS ~JOU can tum IQ wfwf~ ,. forro! 111fa'm411G11 t11k11 oppropl'ltlll ?liu .,,..,g 11 - ' 
ru6stitwwi for profoJSmJ£ ~ m wt!I 6o prwllllll(I r'!form<IM! ontf datu'lllk'.n '*'' ti. 'fl/I) 
'{bwn•er. u fitrfa/Iy = fttlp you go rw•( c;,ijiM'lr(J MW .stitUlc:N 1t1your pro64rro:. 
1'1't11 o. ..... . rfd!tr9 .. ' 
,.,,,.,,...,, ,., rt,t! ,.1. 
(1.,1/IJ'J) 
Figure 2. 2 : Login Successfully page 
Login Section replaced by Me nge Oonrtl S ctlon 
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2.2.1 Error Login 
If the user key in the wrong user ID or password the following page will be 
shown to ask for user ID and password again. Due to responsibility purposes, we 
attached the terms and condition together for user reference 
jEJot.dl!'!lewflf'l)lltes ttell> 
'l ~Bad< ~. ot ' F..,.rt., .)t'O<tory j~. ~ • ~ 
1 I A~dtass @] htlp:Jflotohost/fayou/L~.esp?type../aise 
l 
~ £cgrr.7fttme O((J)tUS'lll<lfal ~'°"~~ lL>f]UtJ.gtttrt to a.caw 
1'ot"l"ou Counsdrll1/J Sy&t•rra 
'Enjrry tlie .scrr11ces tve ['f'(NtMd 
3Ca'lle a ma tfay! 
lfW'Mt .. l.OMl\lt>n 
Th41 IMotl'Ution th1I tv11!-1tl,_t1, (OtUMtltM:I P•• 01'1 tt yev It fl'l,..fd>pi•hthd ti\ ._,., _,.,4 M 
HftlHt111 lnfortn1tlo" It: bthlnd • ~.....,11 tl'I tut ••Cll.lft ••""•• 11\• t•rtt' Aith1119h-. unJ1et 
g1,11r1ntt1 tot.I ,....,ri\'trom '94"f•h1cktr, wt dlt111nt~we6' to p11v111t"'ch •tU'f'ttv 
Ftryt\lt p1tttotlll'1, - •tff k••P. hltd .. , .. •f •II"" '"" I IUttMttrttV'lllNtht 
ptrlo111N11y •• •MAii• "''' OUI !quip pt• )ti foll°"'"' •II of tf·• 911fdt1it'IU t• -left Ott), 
1t0tunl1blt. Th1Jtrtoryov1futttetl1n ffW411 M lhtl& 
Figure 2.3: Error Login Page 
Message indicates the wrong password 
or login ID 
Term and Condition for u er n~reement 
7 
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2.2.2 New User 
If the user is new to WBCS then the user need to register to become WBCS 
member before the user can enjoy all the services provided. A ftcr the user 
click on the "New User" button in the login column, the following page will 
be displayed and the user are required to complete the registration form 
providing all his/her personal information to WBCS. 
·l Rcoistrat1on form · Hlctosoft Internet Explorer · .• { .?Jii;, ·. 
l
j ~ 'dit 'J)w fAY(Jfit,e, 1oo11 l:leiP r <l;ofl!lck • .. • [i:) ~ j ~Se.Yeh (!]F~tes \j~ l-0· • 'j 
1·1 ~res~@) tttp:/~t1.1_l/RfGI5TRATIOO/f'EWJJS£P A9' 
4cco11111 Injormatio«: 
Login Name. Minimum 5 & M.i>i11111.un 12 char Im 
Password · Must be 6-8 rhanr.ters 
Coolirrn Password : 
foslName. Lao1Name 
Date ofBirth 131 ::JI Age: I 
Gender: !Me.le ::J 
Phone: Email' 
Occupation : 
Address r 
State . 
Postcode!Zip Code · Collllly· 
Please Select Counselor I 
rID0ooe --- 
fa I/YI ft(fllr11111JJ1111 : 
Figure 2 . ../: New User Registration Form 
8 
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2.2.3 Forgot Password 
If the user forgot his/her password, he/she may click on the "Forget Password" 
button. The following page will be appeared to ask for user ID and email 
address. If the user forgot his/her user ID also, then he/she may need to contact 
the WBCS administrator for further action. 
1]forYou Counschno System· M"rornlt Internet EHplorei· .J4J..~J 
j 6e ~dt l!)ew Fl)VOl'ites lools tjelp 
j ~B«k • .. • @ @) (.;'l j 'i\Se¥th (i]Favorites ~Hst«y j ~.)· iJ 
J AQdress j ttlp://1o($ostJ[«youfdell!IJl.ttm 
• 
1 (f orfou Counseling System 
• 
I Poreot 'YwrfPassw<Jt'll 
rJ11s1fillllltlieilU..i.ll(illftrmaduw willW.11!1)'H)9VpUS11 N I 1eo1u to~s•i. 
f :~· J....------- 
1 Submit I 
1fy01l r4h't t'tn•mbtr yew loyul mm•., we!\ hn·ty t(.11!1rt our 
adnumJl.ttior elAdrrunr.11telor@ForY ou com for f \lither 111fo111lat.on 
Figure 2. 5: Forgot Password Page 
Key in the login ID and email to get your 
password. 
WBCS Admini trator email addr 
ror tho c who forgot their u er ID R 
w II. 
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2.2.3.1 Secret Question and Answer 
Once the system validate the User ID and email address is correct, the system 
will display the user secret question and answer to remind the user. If the user 
still can not remember the password, he/she need to contact the administrator 
for further actions. 
I j ~ ~dt l{Jew F§.VOOtes Iools ljelp 
if <?&ick:.. • 111 ~I ~~ch LlJF~ \Jrtstay 1-0· r.J ~ • !fil 
J Aglress l@J hl~://lo~llSIJfayou/defauUtm 
• • • 
I <BJmwf "four 'Pas.sworl I 
r
f'tU.wilti 1$ tkt ~eml qwtlta II 1•v pa.~ori. l17 I• 1tllltlllt.e1 )OIU p~nmd l I 
tfruflllftlll il>tellll'Mhfrynrpt~nn4,kldlyro" rtn1 "'" tnltr t 
bdJidaltJnlot@fftYt .COii! 
I 
I 
f 
Secret que: tion and 
Answer to remind u er 
pR word 
Stcml q•rsdbn: r boytnendnamt 
Allswer: r coow1+1 
Figure2.6: Remind Password 
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2.3 Search 
The main purpose or the WBCS is to provide search engine for counseling 
perspective for the users. The user may key in a string containing their 
problems and the system will generate possible link to the page that containing 
the solution to the problems. For example, if the user key in "fear, emotion 
and drink alcohol problems" the system will display three types of possible 
solution which is solution for fear, emotion and prevent alcohol. The user 
needs to choose a link to preview the solution. 
·!l rntVou Cmm1rlhu1 cty.i:trnl .. Mlnntnft fntr1 nrt fKplott't' ~ !.,d)"'4)~ 
lj [je !ldit i)eW FAvorbs look titlP j 4-o8acl< • ~ • - @I t.:f I t\S-Ch (iJFBYottes ()~ j AdJlress j@] httl)://IOCoh>st/foryoul\ooll.JUC(eSS.1-tm = :J ?~ '! Ltts " ~___;;.~~~~~~~~~~--'--~~~~~~~-"'-~~ 
We/Come to lfo1 
lrocr, ernoncn l!lnd dnnk o.lcohoij 
.. • .. 
~ ,.,,., '"'"""•·" 
' ( ,. (l/fllfl/)Q) 
((.'~.~ t'Uft'WIMI ,h.J,• 
"""·(11/21/)0QI) 
Figure 2. 7: Search for Problems and 
enrch tring 
Solution Link 
11 
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2.3.1 Solution to Search Problems 
The solution for the selected solution link will be displayed to help the user to 
solve their problems. The solution provided is just a guideline for the user to 
solve their problem. If the user does not satisfy with the answer, he/she may 
continue to search again using different search string. 
Wefcome to 'f otYou Counseunn s~ 
'JlForYou (oun>clm9 Sy•lcm · MICru>ufl lnlcrncl hviorcr ~-1. ft~ 
J £1.e {dt llew f('lllt!K lads iidiP 
T ;~ .... 0 al ~ [ A~ch C}JFavottes ~ I . :J 
]All<k .. , t!Jii11>/~~,µces1.l'bll 
~eor. emoton and dnng alcohol proble~ 
• It 
.!l 
j 
_j iv'flat~ ,7/t'W I 
Xtlfo I ·• iFt{ """°" 
, .. "'~. n11/lm) 
\!"'I ........ ,.,,, .... 
~""" (lt/1f/¥1GI) 
HAPPINESS RULE : 
Follow the happiness rule: I will seek out peoplo who can contnbuta most to my 
overall happinBU and support me 1n being the person l mail want to be. The'I At~ 
most likely people who are (or want to be) similar to the type of person I reJUy 
want to be. I w1H avoid spcnd1n; too much time with pc!Oplo who t ~· away from me 
being more the kind of person t want to be. 
sur ~S[LLCl INC RULL: 
Follow the ~olf·solccting rule: I will be more tht person I really want to be wh n I 
am with other people and tell thsm my true lrmPr faelin~ .ind thoughts more 
assortivoly. even though t may fear that they moy not Ike who I ro1ly am and 
roJoct mo, that 11 good becau$G 1t more etf1c1tntly sel)llrites thou people who ar1 
'right' for closer relotionsh1p from those who "' not. 
'f'Jlllli:IP•' '•lttl•il~ 
y, r ' • 1'r.fa•N 
f"'J11>1,.;J.·..,,,.,, • 
(lllJ9fi00l) 
'Toi. ) ....... ~.,, 
'"'•' ., ,..;, 
'1""' {!lt,//U(llJ 
Cl ING wn HOUT EXPECTING ANYll'llNC IN RETURN : 
W h.1vc already seen in other situations how whnn wo tocu1 on ••temal outcomes 
th:. ;irQ holtnnri nor urun11rli.J.t• f'nntml wa ni\lD 11n rnntml nf n11f orn,,tinn< ,u"°' will 
ii Done 
Figure 2.8: Solutions to Problem. 
Solutions guideline for 
user to preview 
12 
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2.3.2 No Match for Search String 
If the user searches for something that is not provided by WBCS, then the 
system will display a page to inform the user that there is no match found for 
his/her search. The user may type in different search string to search again. 
mmmmmmmmmmm::::==:==:======---=--~-1 
I 1't td< l)oW '"'°"'"' Y<* l!!li> l <1-a.d. .... ..) !1J 61 ~di :i.l- ,..,,., 
L~~ ~"''""-""""'..,,,..._.,_."M 
·systmr 
·-· SOAAY, NO MA 1CllC.S/ 
PLEASE Sl:ARCH AGAIN. 
Jwr...1:.71,.,., 
Xfll#f-1,.t,.Jt•Mt•#f 
,. .. _.., (llJJJKC) 
""'•·• ........ .,...,.~ . 
• "' (11!1J/)<t(O 
'!J,, ,.,,u,..,...,,. 
'-' .. - ,. ,,,.., ...... 
, .. ,,;..J,,.....:. 
~r11V'OO•I 
'!.,,.,,,_.,,..,if/,. ... w.w_. ... 
~ (tlJ:.~/:ftCl1 
1' igure 2.9 : No Matches for earch 
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2.4 Chat Room 
WBCS provide two kinds of chat rooms for the user: 
I. Private Chat Room 
Three private chat room is available for the user to chat with the 
counselor online in the real time environment. The room is only 
restricted to one user and one counselor at a time. This is built on 
privacy purposes. Before the user select a room to go, he/she may look 
at the "counselor on duty" to confirm whose counselor is available and 
the column "status" indicates that whether the room is available for 
that time. 
to lfor'You Cow1s1G11g Systtm 
(J>Uas11 seuct typ11 of cfiat room you u1ant to e11t1r. 
-miiml- c ....... 1o .... hvi.1s10 ....... s,.""""'iu. 
c..u- &.ro•4•ty¥ 1 
•v lar•••"tya.a 
Stat 1 l"let n.llUJo 
l•t I Nut A 1 .... 
igure 2.10 : Chat Room 7 
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The user ID of the user will be appeared in the "chatters" column and the 
counselor ID will be appeared in the "counselor" column. The contents of 
their chat are shown in the middle column Twelve lines of previous chat will 
be shown on the screen. If the user wants to log out, he/she may click on the 
"logout" button or just simply close the browser. If the counselor left before 
the user left, then the user in the room will automatically be directed back to 
the main page . 
. J f:lo tcit \?OW F1vor11tis lool< tteiP 
1
1 <--~k .... ~ 111 at I · s-m [l.jr""°'~" ..J,._, 1..U· 
J A!tdrest ht(l)1//louhlttJforyouJ<NbocmlChatl>oomJ/chotrooml .OS!Jluse•-c 
luluyap: I'm fine thank you 
shwee : Hello, how art you? 
Contents of chatting. 
Figure 2.11: Private 'hat Roo n 
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II. Public Chat Room 
Public Chat Room is open for the entire user to discuss their problems 
and solution together. There were no limits on how many people is 
allow accessing the public chat room. User may chat with other users 
that may come across the problem before and get the solution from 
them. 
Before user come in the public chat room they may look at the 
"number of chatters" column shown in Figure 2.12 to preview number 
of users currently are inside the public chat room . 
. .. . 
ah woo: I'm '}!j Y•"r• old 
k.ak1yup: how old aite yQu? 
r---+-...oo 1 nice to m .. t you too Hl<lyep 
Y.l,...ty,,.p tJl1':'4' tt"> m• t ynul 
I I ""'"""·- 
Figure 2.12: Public Chat Room 
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2.5 Pen-pal Column 
Pen-pal column is designed to help the WBCS members to meet with each 
others. The users can add their name in the pen-pal column by clicking the 
"Register Me" button. The system will automatically search for the user 
profile and add to the pen-pal column. This will minimize the user work to key 
in their name and details again. 
The user may just click on the email address and send an instant email to the 
selected pen-pal. This can bring closer the relationship between WBCS 
members. 
If the user wants to stop his/her name from appearing in the pen-pal column, 
he/she may just click on the "Remove Me" button and all the particulars will 
be remove from the pen-pal column. 
• 
J EJi" i;c11t vi- ra""'h< !Pd• l:l"'P 
j ~ llft<k • .,.. . Gi.'J I •1 ... .,h ~f•"""'"' (.ff<»h>tv • !J 
A(l<t••• lttf';ffl<><~"'Y'>· '""""'_,.....,_ ..,. 
U'efcormr to lJ:'offou CormseCmo yst11 
• 
Meet witla 1loc111 ••• 
N OlO 
Wong Kok Sena 
Meow Cruna S>m 
Aat• 0~11~~1 
32 M..ic 
40 Male 
Figure 2. 13 : P zn-pal C 'olut n R mov Dutton 
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2.6 Employment 
If users are looking for vacancies, they can click on the "Employment" button 
to look for jobs available. The Employment section published the company's 
name, total vacancies, position and company's email to help the user to find 
for their favorite jobs. lfthe user is representing a company, he/she may post a 
job in this Employment section to look for employee. This can be done by a 
click on the "Post Job" button 
.. 
rCcom1 to <f"or'Ylm Cou1L"l1Gnn Sys um 
Looking For Job? 
w.u..,,,.., tu '1'""2'0u Cc."'1m'Ccrd"'1 •tltlt•f_,,.,,,_,. .. .-,.., 
................ , .. (t./1/11'11'1) 
:a ~~·-- 2 ~i.-i.Mlaloll".,.u-... ... 
.......... ,~,.... ...... 
...1 ......... ~ .. -, • .,, ... - 
,.. •/w""""-" ........ '""'' '' '" ,,,, 
··~· ,...., , .. , .... ~ .. ...,. ... 
.,. (rt!Jrhfiflt) 
Figure 2.14: Employment Section 
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2.6.1 Register Company to publish vacancies 
This page is designed mainly to help the company to publish their company 
vacancies. The company needs to provide all the necessary information like 
company's name, position, total vacancies, company email and expiring days 
for the WBCS. The WBCS will store all the information and publish the job 
on the employment section as stated above. The duration to publish the job 
will follow the expiring days. 
seG.ng System 
~- · l•••i•t fer e., .. , .. e1 
Pleaoo fill !JI !Le infomuuion below to dlcplay your comp!Ul1"1 Inform on en 1lt11 
Job Lisi.Ina Columh. 
C:ot11J1IUl3' N""'" : 
Po1ltlon.1 
Total Var:Rney: r- • fud• ..... POnr•,..&.w••ly 
Cn"'JIU\T'•Emflil 1 
~lr11il In day( ) : r- •Mot...-1'1> 4 r- o,.q 'T1-9,(<ttt:ii ""'""';.;.r"' ....... ~,.. .. "4o ... J,. +---· (I'"''· j) 
Figure 2.15: Company and vacancy details 
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2. 7 Analysis 
Every time the user use the WBCS search engine to search for the solution to 
their problems, the search string will be stored in user's personal table. Then, 
the WBCS system will compare the problems entered by every user and 
calculate the statistics of the problems. The analysis page will show a graph 
indicates the statistics of the result. All the comparison will be converted to 
percentage for user to preview. 
j Ede ~di: ll)eW fir'°""" I.ocil t:l!>iP 
l
.J ,._. eotk -:-.;+ 0 lfJ QI l ~Sell'di uJrovorus (Jli>l:ory I Qi• r!J 
J Ad,cnos fi] tttp:/flocali_~/h>ry<•.U/10Qil_s<0:es•.ttm 
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2.8 User Info 
Sometimes users may want to make changes to their personal details for 
example phone number or address. They may click on the "User Info" button 
to preview their previous personal information. Then they will come to a page 
which contains a menu for selection for "change password" or "change user 
info" as below. 
• .:J 
MENU 
S.;JjANS)J!J'A'i WQB.12 
S:lWKIJ:: UStl.lill!!'.!.l.l\rM.Uw:I 
Figure 2.17: User Info Selection Menu 
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2.8.1 Change Password 
If the user wishes to change his/her password, they may feel free to do it here. 
The only step is they need to fill in their old password to validate their identity 
and then fill in the new password. The confirm password fi11 is required to 
prevent the user from keying the different password. When the use click on the 
"change" button, the system will indicates that the password is changed 
successfully or failed. 
"You Counseling System 
CHANGE PASSWORD 
OLI l'••""'Nl: 
Nl'WPul!WOrd: 
I"' igure 2. I 8: Change Pas wor 
All three te t bo es mu l be filled 
in order to change pn word 
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2.8.2 Change User Information 
If the user selects the "change user information" from the menu, then he/she 
will be directed to the page displaying all the profile that was stored in the 
WBCS. The user can may any changes to the profile and click the "update" 
button to update the user profile. 
Ftr1tNotne · 
Date of Bu1l1 . 
Gender· 
Phone: 
Occupanon : 
Addreu · 
State· 
l'oncodef.l.p Code · 
IMPnWChln(J 
rs-..::Jrz-- ..::] !ms 
IMrue ·] ~·· 
I0126bU2.l02 
[iTPlo.! UIOMI 
lee1d""'l<ithotmt 
'1'?,,....l">Jo•rM,.......,..,tl... ..... ..{,....,~, .. ,, .. ...,. 
(U/11/ZQl>rJ Chero1 
IKucl<> Lumpur 
166500 
~o ..... -.'Yr.s ,,. ' .,..,..,.,,, ,, .,,,,,,..,(ri.r. 
{t(l/lto(J) 
,,., ..... c-::=w ......... -· 
Ii.'!°'"'.. • ..... ~ ...... 
Figure 2.19: hange User Information 
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